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Abstract 
spell checking for Chinese is different from its counterparts for western languages. 
Chinese spell checking in this thesis refers to how to identify the misuse of characters 
in text composition. In other words, it is error correction at the word level rather 
than at the character level. In order to perform Chinese spell checking, two 
processes are essential: segmentation and error detection. Segmentation is a process 
that divides a string of characters into words, while error detection is a process that 
identify errors in text. Segmentation is not a simple process due to ambiguities in 
the Chinese language and errors in texts. Since it is not practical to predefine all 
Chinese words in a spelling checker, words not predefined, which are called unknown 
words, must also be dealt with. Intuitively, a way to find the best segmentation 
solution is to consider all the possible segmentation solutions. However, this is not 
practical because the number of possible segmentation solutions increases 
dramatically with the length of a sentence. Even after the best segmentation solution 
is obtained according to the predefined information, a Chinese spelling checker may 
still not be able to identify the errors because it may misinterpret an erroneous word 
as a string of correct single-character words. The objective of this study is to build 
an efficient and accurate Chinese spelling checker by designing new algorithms for 
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solving ambiguities and handling unknown words and errors in the segmentation and 
error detection processes. In order to achieve this goal, an interactive Chinese spell 
checking system is designed. Based on the architecture of the system, a Block-of-
Combinations (BOC) segmentation algorithm is proposed for solving ambiguities. 
With the assumption that unknown words exist, the Genetic Algorithm Segmentation 
(GAS) method is proposed as an alternative search strategy to find the best 
segmentation solution. In the mean time, the problem of ambiguities is resolved 
based on word dictionaries, with word frequency, and some additional grammar rules. 
From tests, it is found that both the BOC and the GAS can solve more ambiguities 
than the Maximum Match method by 10%. Finally, the BOC and the GAS methods 
are combined and improved in order to handle unknown words and errors. It is also 
found from test that in the presence of 25.05% unknown words and 23.76% noises, 
the accuracies of the improved method in performing segmentation and error 
detection are 83.89% and 85.69%, respectively, while that of the Maximum Match 
method in performing segmentation is only 77.94%. 
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摘要 
中 文 詞 與 詞 之 間 並 沒 有 特 定 的 分 隔 ’ 有 別 於 西 方 語 言 的 書 寫 格 
式 ， 因 此 中 文 校 對 系 統 與 西 方 語 言 的 校 對 系 統 截 然 不 同 ° 中 文 校 
對 的 功 用 是 找 出 文 章 中 的 別 字 ， 而 並 非 錯 字 ， 故 此 ， 中 文 校 對 實 
際 上 是 從 詞 的 層 面 著 眼 的 。 中 文 校 對 有 兩 個 重 要 的 步 驟 ， 分 別 是 
詞 切 分 和 差 錯 檢 測 ° 詞 切 分 就 是 將 一 串 文 字 切 分 爲 詞 ， 而 差 錯 檢 
測 則 是 從 文 章 中 找 出 錯 誤 。 由 於 一 句 句 子 可 以 出 現 多 於 一 種 的 切 
分 方 法 ， 而 句 子 本 身 亦 可 能 有 錯 誤 ， 所 以 詞 切 分 有 相 當 的 難 度 ° 
此 外 ， 由 於 難 以 將 所 有 的 詞 預 先 定 義 於 中 文 校 對 系 統 中 ， 在 校 對 
時 必 須 應 付 那 些 沒 有 被 預 先 定 義 的 詞 ， 這 進 一 步 增 加 詞 切 分 的 難 
度 。 要 找 出 最 好 的 切 分 的 解 ， 其 中 一 個 方 法 就 是 考 慮 所 有 有 可 能 
的 切 分 解 ’ 從 而 找 出 最 好 的 答 案 ° 然 而 這 方 法 並 不 可 行 ， 因 爲 句 
子 越 長 ， 有 可 能 的 切 分 解 就 越 多 ， 而 且 切 分 解 的 數 量 會 增 加 得 很 
快 。 縱 使 能 從 一 句 句 子 中 找 出 最 好 的 切 分 解 ， 中 文 校 對 系 統 亦 未 
必 能 準 確 地 找 出 錯 誤 。 這 是 因 爲 中 文 字 大 多 是 詞 ， 所 以 校 對 系 統 
可 能 會 將 一 個 錯 的 詞 誤 以 爲 是 一 連 串 正 確 的 單 字 詞 。 這 硏 究 的 目 
的 ， 就 是 要 解 決 以 上 所 提 出 的 問 題 ， 從 而 建 立 一 個 有 效 的 中 文 校 
對 系 統 。 要 達 到 這 個 目 標 ， 我 們 首 先 設 計 了 一 個 交 互 式 的 中 文 校 
對 系 統 。 然 後 ， 我 們 基 於 這 個 系 統 的 架 構 ， 再 提 出 一 個 名 爲 塊 狀 
組 合 的 方 法 去 解 決 一 句 句 子 可 能 出 現 多 種 切 分 的 問 題 。 另 外 ， 我 
們 又 應 用 遺 傳 算 法 去 找 出 最 好 的 切 分 解 。 這 樣 我 們 便 不 需 要 考 慮 
所 有 的 切 分 解 了 。 這 兩 種 方 法 的 準 確 程 度 比 最 大 匹 配 法 高 百 分 之 
十 以 上 。 最 後 ， 我 們 將 這 兩 種 方 法 合 倂 和 改 良 ， 以 處 理 那 些 未 被 
定 義 的 詞 和 文 章 中 的 錯 誤 。 這 方 法 在 文 章 有 2 5 . 0 5 % 的 詞 未 被 定 
義 和 2 3 . 7 6 0 / 。 噪 聲 的 環 境 下 ， 詞 切 分 和 差 錯 檢 測 的 準 確 程 度 分 別 
爲 8 3 . 8 9 % 和 8 5 . 6 9 % 。 在 同 樣 的 環 境 下 ， 最 大 匹 配 法 於 詞 切 分 的 
準 確 程 度 則 只 有 7 7 . 9 4 % 。 
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It is not rare to see people typing something wrong when they use computers to 
prepare letters or edit documents. Spelling checkers are computer programs that detect 
errors from texts and assist users to make corrections. Spell checking is usually an on-
line operation. Its performance mainly depends on the information predefined in a 
spelling checker. For westem languages, dictionaries which contain a list ofwords are 
often used as the predefined information in spell checking. However, the mechanisms 
of spell checking for westem languages, such as English, cannot be directly applied to 
Chinese spell checking due to different linguistic typology. 
In Chinese, words are the smallest semantic units which have complete meanings 
'21, p.4][24, p.9]. Every Chinese word is composed of a sequence of characters, which 
are represented by ideographs. For example, the ideographs 我 and 們 are 
characters, while the character sequences 我(which means I) and 我們5 (we) are 
words. Every Chinese sentence is composed of a continuous string of characters. For 
example, the Chinese equivalence ofthe sentence "we are good friends" is 我們是好月月 
友.O n e of the main differences between Chinese and westem languages is that there 
are no natural delimiters such as spaces between words in the former. 
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In word processing, every Chinese character input into the computer must be a 
valid ideograph. However, a sequence of characters may not necessarily make sense. 
For example, the Chinese word 時严日’ means time. If the second character f ^ is mis-
typed as another character M, the two characters 時 and 閒 are still valid individually, 
but the character sequence 時閒 is not a correct word and bears no meaning. Spell 
checking in Chinese texts is designed to identify the wrong use or misuse of characters 
in text composition. In other words, it is error correction at the word level rather than 
at the character level. Thus, it is desirable to extract the words from a sentence for 
consideration. 
Chinese spell checking refers to two issues: 
(1) locate erroneous words 
(2) suggest corrections when it is required by users 
The issue of making corrections is beyond the scope of this thesis. This thesis 
concerns how to locate erroneous words. The process of locating erroneous words can 
be further divided into (1) finding the word boundaries or extracting words from a 
sentence, and (2) determining whether the extracted words are correct. These two 
processes are referred to as segmentation and error detection, respectively. 
Segmentation is a process that divides a string of characters into words. For 
example, the sentence 我开，是月月友（we are friends) is segmented into: g;ff1 是月月友. 
The word by word translation is: we / be / friend 
Segmentation is not only useful in Chinese spell checking, but is also an essential 
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process in many automatic linguistic analysis ofthe Chinese language. Error detection, 
as its name implies, is a process that detects or locates text errors. 
The performance of these two processes are greatly dependent on the information 
predefined in a spelling checker. Dictionaries which contain a list of words can be 
used as the predefined information in Chinese spell checking. The basic idea is that if 
some consecutive characters of a sentence match a word in the dictionary, those 
characters are likely to be correct and should be segmented as one word. 
However, by simply using dictionary for segmentation and error detection, 
problems related to both accuracy and speed arise. First, segmentation is not a simple 
process due to ambiguities [22], unknown words, and errors in texts. Ambiguities 
occur when a sentence can be segmented in several ways based on a dictionary. 
Unknown words are words that are not predefined in a spelling checker. Since it is not 
practical to define all Chinese words in a dictionary, unknown words must also be dealt 
with during the checking process. The presence of errors in texts, such as typing errors, 
further complicates the segmentation process because the erroneous words cannot be 
matched with the original words in the dictionary. 
Second, dictionaries containing a list of words are not sufficient for the error 
detection process to determine whether there are suspected errors. It is because a 
significant number of frequently used Chinese words are composed of one character 
only. Thus, each individual character of an erroneous word may match a single-
character word in the dictionary. That is，an erroneous word may be interpreted as a 
string of correct single-character words in the error detection process. On the other 
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hand, a string of single-character words appearing in one sentence does not imply that 
there must be an error. Therefore, more information in addition to word dictionaries is 
needed for the error detection process to identify suspected errors, and for the 
segmentation process to deal with ambiguities, unknown words, and errors. 
In order to improve the accuracy by considering more information, more 
computing time is needed. It is a trade-off between accuracy and speed. In fact, the 
main concem in speed is related to unknown words. By assuming that there are 
unknown words, any sequence of characters is a potential candidate ofword. The best 
segmentation solution can be achieved by considering all the possible combinations of 
words, including candidates of unknown words. However, it is not practical to do so 
for long sentences because the number of word combinations increases dramatically 
with the length of the sentence. 
There are already many proposed segmentation methods, especially in solving 
ambiguities, but there are only a few works on error detection. Most of the proposed 
segmentation methods assume that there are no unknown words and texts are free of 
errors. These segmentation methods may be suitable for applications such as semantic 
analysis for Information Retrieval. However, they are not suitable for Chinese spell 
checking because errors and unknown words are not dealt with. In order to deal with 
unknown words, two issues must be considered. First, a scoring system is needed to 
evaluate the possible segmentation solutions provided that there is a reasonable amount 
of unknown words. Second, a search strategy is needed to find out the best 
segmentation result among all the possibilities. 
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This thesis addresses the segmentation and error detection processes of Chinese 
spell checking with special regards to ambiguities, unknown words, and errors. The 
aim of this study is to achieve good performance in Chinese spell checking by solving 
ambiguities and handling unknown words and errors in the segmentation and error 
detection processes, while keeping the speed reasonable for on-line operations. 
In this work, an interactive Chinese spell checking system architecture is first 
established. Then, the Block-Of-Combinations (BOC) segmentation algorithm is 
proposed for solving ambiguities. Experiments are carried out on error detection based 
on the results of the BOC. With the assumption that unknown words exist, the Genetic 
Algorithm Segmentation (GAS) method is proposed as the search strategy to find the 
best segmentation solution, thus avoiding the need to evaluate all the possible word 
combinations. At the same time, the problem of ambiguities is resolved based on the 
word dictionaries, with frequency of word usage, and some additional grammar rules. 
Finally, the BOC and the GAS methods are combined and improved in order to handle 
unknown words and errors. Since unknown words are not grammatically tagged, 
grammar rules cannot be applied to them. Thus, in the improved method, unknown 
words are allowed to fit in any word classes so that the grammar rules can be applied to 
them, but with a penalty in scoring. During segmentation, it can be deduced which of 
the words or characters are iikely to be correct. For example, if some consecutive 
characters match an idiom in the dictionary, it is very likely that they are correct. 
Therefore, error detection is mainly based on the segmentation process. 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents some background 
knowledge and basic concepts of the Chinese language. Some useful linguistic 
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knowledge will be introduced. In Chapter 3, the problems in segmentation and error 
detection will be discussed. The related work in segmentation and error detection will 
also be presented. Chapter 4 introduces the design of the Chinese Spell Checking 
System (CSCS). Based on the architecture of the CSCS, a Block-of-Combinations 
(BOC) segmentation method is proposed, which will be presented in Chapter 5. In 
Chapter 6, another segmentation method called the Genetic Algorithm Segmentation 
method (GAS) will be introduced. Chapter 7 presents the Improved-BOC algorithm 
for segmentation and error detection. Chapter 8 is the conclusion. 
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Chapter 2 
Background Knowledge and Basic Concepts 
Before discussing segmentation and error detection of Chinese text, there is the 
need to introduce some basic concepts of natural language especially that concerning the 
Chinese language. Then, Chinese spell checking will be discussed. Linguistic 
knowledge such as word frequency and Chinese grammar will also be presented because 
it provides information for spell checking. 
2.1 Classification of Natural Languages 
Language is the expression or communication of thoughts and feelings by means of 
vocal sounds or written symbols to which meaning is attributed [9]. The content of 
language is the meaning [28, p.34]. However, there are no absolute relationships 
between vocal sounds, written symbols, and meanings [28, p.48]. The choice of 
linguistic units such as word is arbitrary, and is related to the experiences and linguistic 
habits of a society [28, p.48]. Since different societies have different experiences and 
habits, their languages differ as they evolve. For example, the computer term “copy’， 
(as a verb) is usually translated as 複製 in Hong Kong, while in Taiwan it is usually 
translated as 拷貝. 
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According to the way a language constructs its words, languages in the world can 
be classified into three main linguistic types [20, p.295][28, p.l l2], as shown in Figure 
2.1 [l,p.4814]: 
(1) Inflecting languages: the form of a word is modified to express the different 
grammatical relations into which it may enter. Modification of the form includes 
declension of substantives, adjectives and pronouns, and the conjugation of verbs 
according to moods and tenses. For example, the different form ofthe word "boy" 
in English are boy, boys, boy's, while those of the word "eat" are eat, eats, eating, 
eaten, ate. 
(2) Isolating languages: all the words are invariable. There is no modification of form. 
For example, the Chinese word 應用 can refer to apply, application, applied, 
applying in different situations [21:. 
(3) Agglutinating languages: words are built up out of a long sequence of units, with 
each unit expressing a particular grammatical meaning, in a clear one-to-one way. 
An example of agglutinating words is anti-dis-establish-ment-arian-ism. [20, 
p.295] 
Liflecting languages and agglutinating languages are often referred to as synthetic 
languages, while isolating languages are analytic languages [28, p.ll3]. Synthetic 
languages express a complex notion by a single compound or complex word instead of 
using a number of distinct words. On the contrary, analytic languages express the 
various notions and relations into which a complex notion may be analyzed, by distinct 
words, instead of combining several into one word. Chinese is a typical analytic or 
isolating language [28, p. l l3][l , p.4814][20, p.295]. 
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one per word - isolating (e.g., Chinese) 
elements of ^ ^ separate, unmodified - agglutinative 
meaning \ y ^ (e.g., American Indian) \ ^ more than 
one per word \v ^ \ modified - inflectional 
(e.g., Indo-European) 
Figure 2.1 Classification ofnatural languages [1, p.4814]. 
2.2 Chinese Spell Checking 
In Chinese, characters are represented by ideographs. There are 13,053 traditional 
Chinese characters and 6,763 simplified Chinese characters defined in the commonly 
used character sets BIG5 and GB, respectively, which are used by computers. This is a 
lot more than the 26 characters from 'A' to 'Z' in English. Besides, Chinese characters 
are monosyllabic. That is, the pronunciation is one syllable per character. Each 
character normally has at least one associated meaning. Simple meanings in Chinese 
are expressed by words, which are the shortest meaningful sequence of characters. For 
example, the ideographs 玻 and 璃 are characters, while the character sequence 玻璃 
is a word which means a piece of glass. The meaning of Chinese words and the 
characters of which they are composed are sometimes correlated, but the meanings of 
words are more precise than the sum of the meanings of their constituent characters. 
For example, the word 電；視 means television. Although the two constituent 
characters 電 and 視 respectively refer to electricity and vision, the meaning of 
television is more than summing electricity and vision together. Thus, words in 




A word consists of only one character is called a single-character word. 
Otherwise, it is called a multi-character word. Since a single-character word is 
composed of one character and Chinese characters are monosyllabic, single-character 
words are also referred to as monosyllabic words. Similarly, disyllabic, trisyllabic, and 
n-syllabic words (or polysyllabic words) are multi-character words, indicating the 
number ofcharacters the words have. 
Since Chinese is a typical analytic language, there is no or very little 
morphological changes such as modification of forms [26, p.2][31, p.85]. Also, 
complex notions in Chinese are expressed by a sequence of words. A sentence is a 
sequence of words that forms a statement, command, exclamation, or question [9". 
Texts are composed of words. One of the characteristics of Chinese texts is that there 
are no natural delimiters, such as spaces, between words. Therefore, every Chinese 
sentence is a continuous string of characters. For example, the Chinese equivalence of 
the sentence “we are good fhends" is 我們是好朋友，where the word friends and its 
Chinese equivalence are underlined to demonstrate the difference in word delimitation. 
Chinese spell checking aims at locating erroneous words. It is similar to proof 
reading performed by human beings, with the main purpose of finding syntactic errors. 
Normally, anyone who knows Chinese can manually perform spell checking of a 
Chinese text very accurately, despite the fact that it is time consuming. They can 
understand Chinese and find out errors from texts where there are characters or words 
that they do not understand, or those out of their predictions. Since meaning is the 
content of language [28, p.34], trying to understand the meaning is the best way to 
10 
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perform Chinese spell checking. However, it is difficult to build a computer system 
that can understand a natural language as long as experiences and linguistic habits of a 
human society are involved. 
A practical approach to Chinese spell checking is to analyze the sentences based on 
some predefined linguistic information or knowledge -- if some characters or words 
match with the predefined linguistic knowledge, it is likely that they are correct. This 
is error detection. Since words in Chinese are the smallest semantic units that have 
complete meanings [27，p.4][24, p.9], such analysis should be performed in terms of 
words. However, words in texts are not separated from each other by spaces. 
Therefore, it is necessary to extract the words by segmentation. In fact, segmentation 
is an essential process in many automatic linguistic analysis. 
It must be pointed out that although words are important linguistic units and most 
of the Chinese people know what words are, the boundaries of words are sometimes 
controversial. That is, there are different views in determining whether a character 
sequence is a word. For example, some people consider 小狗 ^puppy) as one word, 
while others consider it as a sequence of two words 小(small) and 狗(dog). Also, 
some people consider 一個（a unit of) as one word but others think that there should be 
two words because 一 (one) is a numeral and 個(unit) is a classifier in Chinese 
grammar. In fact, the concept of word in Chinese is greatly influenced by 
pronunciation. Chinese people are used to speaking in a rhythm of two-by-two 
syllables or four-by-four syllables [26，p.8][31, p.86]. This sometimes leads to the 
controversy in word boundaries. From the point of view of spell checking, whether 
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those controversial cases be determined as one word or not is not the most important 
thing. The most important thing is that analysis can be performed based on the 
segmentation process to correctly locate the errors in texts. 
2.3 Characteristics of Chinese 
Linguistic knowledge is essential to the error detection process. The 
segmentation process may also make use of the linguistic knowledge to divide sentences 
into words. In this thesis, linguistic knowledge is related to: 
(1) dictionary 
(2) word frequency 
(3) Chinese grammar 
Dictionary in its primitive form is just a list of commonly used words. Word 
frequency and Chinese grammar will be introduced in the following two sections. 
2.3.1 Word Frequency and Statistical Information of Chinese Words 
In daily life, ten thousands or even more Chinese words are used. Some words 
are used more often than others. For example, the words 人(people),他(he),可以 
(can) are used more often than the words 敵人(enemy),屋頂(roof), and 野乂已、 
(ambition). Some researchers have performed analysis on texts and obtained statistical 




From a corpus, different words can be recorded. A word may appear more than 
once in a corpus. The number of times a word appears is called the occurrence count 
(詞次）[27，p.4]. The absolute values of the occurrence counts are not very meaningful 
because they are dependent on the size of the corpus. Instead, their relative values are 
more useful. For example, if the word 可以 appears 1,122 times in the corpus and the 
word 屋頂 appears 11 times, the word 可以 is used more often than the word 屋頂. 
Word frequency, which is also called frequency of word usage or occurrence frequency, 
is defined as follows: 
occurrence count of W 
Word frequency of a word W — 
total number of occurrence counts of all different words 
Besides word frequency, some other useful information can also be obtained from 
the corpora. According to the statistical data published by the Education Department 
of the Hong Kong Govemment[27], the 500 most frequently used words contribute to 
54.70% ofthe total number of occurrence counts. It is shown in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 The N most frequently used words and their corresponding accumulative 
word frequencies [27, p.l2:. 
The N most Accumulative The N most Accumulative The N most accumulative 
frequently used word frequency frequently used word frequency frequently used word frequency 
words ^ words (%) words (%) 
^ 54.70 8,000 84.99 16,000 9T04 
1,000 62.60 9,000 86.06 17,000 91.45 
2,000 70.50 10,000 87.05 18,000 91.85 
3,000 74.97 11,000 87.86 19,000 92.25 
4,000 78.04 12,000 88.66 20,000 92.65 
5,000 80.37 13,000 89.29 50,000 99.38 
6,000 82.22 14,000 89.89 53,036 100.00 
7,000 83.72 15,000 90.49 
In their corpus of 785,907 characters, a total of 53,036 different words were recorded. 
From Table 2.1, 90% of the corpus is made up ofl5,000 different, most frequently used 
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words (i.e. 28.28% of total number of different words), while the remaining 10% is 
made up of the other 38,036 different words. Therefore, it would be very useful to 
record the 15,000 most frequently used words in the dictionary of a spelling checker. 
On the other hand, the trend shows that it is not cost-effective to record all Chinese 
words in the world into a dictionary even if it is possible to do so because a 
comparatively large fraction of words are rarely used. 
There are also some statistics on the length of words. The statistics from Lua's 
research [15] and that from the Education Department of Hong Kong [27] are shown 
together in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2 Comparison of the Distribution of monosyllabic and polysyllabic words 
between Lua's research [15, p.306] and that of the Education Department ofHong Kong 
[27,p.l0]. 
Lua's research The Education Department of 
Hong Kong 
Word Length Number of different Total word frequency Number of different Total word frequency 
words (usage) words (usage) 
^Monosyllabic 12.1% 64.3% 6.75% 53.10% 
Disyllabic 73.6% 34.3% 54.29% 38.85% 
Trisyllabic 7.6% 0.4% 25.13% 5.77% 
4-syllabic 6.4% 0.4% 10.38% 1.73% 
5-syllabic or more 0.2% 0% 3.44% 0.54% 
Their results are slightly different because they use different corpora, yet two common 
features can be observed from the two sets of data: 
(1) Most of the words are disyllabic 
(2) Monosyllabic words have the highest total word frequency, although the number of 
monosyllabic words is much less than that of disyllabic words. This implies that 
a number of single-character words are frequently used. 
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2.3.2 Chinese Grammar 
Grammar in general refers to the rules by which words change their forms and are 
combined into sentences [9]. According to the view or the scope of analysis, there are 
many different types of grammar such as descriptive, prescriptive, reference, theoretical, 
performance, competence, generative, universal, formal, notional, or traditional 
grammar [7, p.l59]. The point here is that there are many different aspects to look at 
grammar. In particular, some researchers design methods to uncover grammatical 
patterns from corpora (which will be discussed in Chapter 3) and this refers to 
performance grammar. It contrasts with competence grammar, which is predictive of 
the speaker's knowledge [7, p.l59]. 
Since Chinese is an analytic language, the forms ofwords normally do not change. 
Thus, Chinese grammar mainly refers to the rules by which words are combined into 
sentences. Two issues must be addressed in Chinese grammar: word classes and 
grammar rules. 
2.3.2.1 Word Class 
Chinese words are grouped into word classes according to their usage, traditionally 
labelled as the "parts of speech". Chinese part-of-speech tagging is a process that 
matches the word sequences to grammar rules so as to choose the correct word classes 
for the words. There are different views in designing the number of word classes and 
classifying Chinese words [27, p.5]. According to the document published by the 
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Education Department of Hong Kong, there are 18 word classes, which are shown in 
Table2.3. 
Table 2.3 Different word classes and corresponding examples [27, p.l3: 
Word Class Number of Examples 
different 
words (%) 
Noun/substantive (名詞） 43.9 鑽 石 靈 感 歡 樂 愛 
Verb (動詞） " ~ ^ 1 ^ 讚 美 聽 響 愛 -
Adjective (形容詞） 7.7 歡 樂 美 麗 嚴 重 黑 • 
g^ssifier (量詞） 2.3 個 隻 篇 群 
P^oun (代詞） “ 1 . 6 我 他 這 後者 — 
Numeral (數詞） 0 - 5 ~一 四 廿 萬 
Ad^erb (副詞） 一 6.2 ^ ~ 非 常 頗 爲 終 於 — 
Conjunction (連詞） ‘ 1 . 5 和 但 然後雖然 ‘ 
P^position (介詞） — 0 . 9 從 被 在 向 
Modal auxiliary word (語氣助詞） 0.3 嗎 啊 了 口巴 
Auxiliaryword (助詞） 0.2 的 之 所 般 
Onomatopoeia (象聲詞） 0.6^ — 哈 哈 呼 呼 叮 嗚 
interjection / exclamation (嘆詞） 0.1 呀 唉 嗨 咦 
Word ofverb-object structure ~ ~ L 0 “ “ |關門讀書織布駕車 
(離合詞-動賓) 
Word of structure of modification 0.2 藍布 熱水 /]、鎭 房門 
(離合詞-偏正) I  
Word ofstructure of 1.7 變 成 遇 到 想 起 爬 上 
complementation (离隹合言司-重力 m  Phrases (including idioms and T9 劇中夢裏擴大了 一目了然 
proverbs)(語 / 詞組) 
Dialectal word (ofHong Kong) 0 6 ^ ^ 1 的士 牛仔褲 
(方言詞)  
The first 13 word classes are primitive, while the last 5 word classes may be 
controversial. Some people may not consider the words in the last five classes as 
words. A Chinese word may belong to several different word classes. For example, 
the word 愛(love) in Table 2.3 may be a noun or a verb. The distribution of the 
5,000 most frequently used words are also presented in Table 2.3. It is found that most 
of the words are nouns and verbs. 
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2.3.2.2 Grammar Rules 
Chinese grammar rules are often divided into two types: phrase-structure grammar 
and relational grammar. Phrase-structure grammar contains rules that are capable of 
generating strings of linguistic elements and providing a constituent analysis of the 
strings [7, p.301]. For example, 
句子（Sentence)—名詞短語GSknmPhrase) + 動詞短語(VerbPhrase) 
動詞短語（Verb Phrase)—動詞（Verb) + 名詞短語（Noun Phrase) 
名詞短語 CNoun P h r a s e ) — 形容詞(Adjective) + 名詞 CNoun) 
On the other hand, relational grammar takes as central the notion of grammatical 
relations such as subject and object, rather than the categorical terms such as noun 
phrase and verb phrase [7, p.330]. In relational grammar, there are subject (主語)， 
object (賓語)，predicate (言胃語)，attribute (定語)，adverbial modifier (狀語)，and 
complement (補語).However, there is no absolute relationship between word classes 
and the grammatical relations [26, p.l6]. That is, a word belonging to only one word 
class may act as subject, object, predicate, attribute, adverbial modifier, and complement 
in different situations. For example [26, p.l6], for the adjective 老實(honest), it can 
be: 
(1) subject 老實比虛僞好 
(2) object 我想老實,不想虛僞 
(3) predicate 他老實，你不老實 
(4) attribute 他是個老實人 
(5) adverbialmodifier 你得老實說給我知 
(6) complement 他說得老實,做得切實 
Chinese grammar rules, especially those of the phrase-structure grammar, would be 




Problems with Chinese Spell Checking and 
Related Work 
Since spell checking deals with the written form of a natural language, the 
information or knowledge predefined in a spelling checker is very critical. In English, 
words are separated by spaces. Thus, an intuitive approach to English spell checking 
is to use a dictionary: if a character string between two spaces cannot match with any 
word in the dictionary, the character string is an erroneous word. From the fact that 
dictionary-based English spelling checkers are widely used in word processing, it is 
obvious that this approach is practical. In Chinese, dictionaries also provide useful 
information for spell checking. However, since Chinese words are not separated by 
spaces, problems will arise in the processes of segmentation and error detection. The 




In the Chinese language, segmentation is not a simple process because ambiguities 
can occur[22]. Ambiguities occur when a sentence may be segmented in several ways. 
There are two types of ambiguities. The first type of ambiguities is related to meaning. 
Here are two examples: 
(1) the sentence 周恩、來到我家作客 can be segmented in two legitimate ways: 
1 .周恩來 到 我 家 作客 
Zhou En Lai / to /1 / home / to be a guest 
The translation is: Mr. Zhou En Lai visits me. 
2 . 周 恩 來 到 我 家 作客 
Zhou En / come to /1 / home / to be a guest 
The translation is: Mr. Zhou En visits me. 
Both of these segmentation results are correct, but they are of different meanings. The 
first segmentation treats 周]§、來 as a word, while the second one considers 周乂恩 as a I 
name. ‘ 
(2) the sentence發展中國家用電器換取外匯may be segmented as: 
1 . 發 展 中國 家用電器 換取 外匯 
develop / China / household-appliance / exchange / foreign currency 
The translation is: to develop China's household-applicance industry to exchange 
for foreign currency. 
2 .發展中國家 用 電器 換取 外匯. 
developing country / use / appliance / exchange / foreign currency 




Although the two segmentation results are very different in meaning, both of them are 
correct from the point of view of spell checking. There is no need to solve this type of 
ambiguities. 
Another type of ambiguities is related to the knowledge predefined in a spelling 
checker. For example, the phrase 誕下次女(give birth to the second daughter) is 
composed oftwo words:誕下(give birth to) and 次女(second daughter). However, 
a word 下次(next time) is embedded in the phrase. There are ambiguities between the 
words 下次(next time) and 次女(second daughter). Consequently, there are two 
possible segmentation solutions: 
(1) correct: 誕下 次女 
(2) incorrect:誕 下次 女 
It is an easy task for people who are familiar with Chinese language to choose the 
correct segmentation solution. However, it may not be an easy task for a computer 
I ! 
system. Whether the segmentation result is correct or not is dependent on the | 
knowledge predefined in the system. This type of ambiguities must be solved in the 
segmentation process. 
3.2 Unknown Words 
Besides ambiguities, there is the problem of unknown words. Unknown words 
are words that are not predefined in the system. Since each Chinese character 
normally has an associated meaning, it is flexible to create new words by combining 
characters or words [17]. For example,足球場(Football Field) is a combination of 
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足球(Football) and 場(Place). However, new words created sometimes are 
meaningful only within the context. For example, in the sentence 
他勇闖火窟救友 ( H e bravelyjump into the fire to rescue his friend), 
the underlined word 火窟 in the context stands for a cave which is on fire. Without 
the surrounding words, its meaning is not clear. Therefore, it is not practical to list and 
define all Chinese words in a dictionary. These undefined words become unknown 
words. Among the unknown words, there are personal names, abbreviations, 
morphologically derived words, and transliterated foreign names [5:. 
Unknown words often lead to wrong segmentation results. For example, in the 
phrase 誕下次女(give birth to the second daughter) mentioned in Section 3.1, if 次女 
(second daughter) is an unknown word but the word 下次(next time) can be found in a 
dictionary, it is possible that an incorrect segmentation result will be obtained. Also, a 
significant number of Chinese words are composed of only one character, whereas those 
characters are often constituent of multi-character words. Consequently, unknown 
words may be misinterpreted as sequences of single-character words, giving wrong 
segmentation results. For example, if the word 筆袋 ft)encil case) is not predefined, it 
may be misinterpreted as 筆 ft>en) and 袋(bag). 
3.3 Text Errors 
In Chinese spell checking, it cannot be assumed that texts are free of errors. 
Errors in texts can be classified into omission of characters, existence of extra characters, 
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and rnisuse of characters. Misuse of characters is also called displacement error. It 
can be further classified into [3]: 
(a) misuse of characters due to same or similar sounds 
e.g.按「步」就班 should be corrected as 按咅|5就@王(an idiom which means 
following the prescribed order), where both the characters 步(step) and 部 
(department) in Chinese phonetic system Pinyin are "bu4" 
(b) misuse of characters due to similar shapes 
e .g .桿「茵�shou ld be corrected as 桿菌{Bacillus) 
e.g. 厂荼」�壷�s h o u l d be corrected as 茶壺(teapot) 
Note that the character pairs (茵，菌)，（荼，茶)，（藎，壶）are similar in shapes. 
(c) misuse of characters due to same or similar meanings 
e.g.名「符」其實 should be corrected as 名畐[」其實(an idiom which means not 
just in name only, but also in reality). The character 符 means "in accordance 
with" and 名符其實 can be interpreted as “the name is in accordance with the . 
I 
reality". Some people argue that both of them are correct in meaning. However, i 
it is justified as incorrect because the original characters must be preserved in 
Chinese idioms, which are created from stories or historical events. 
(d) typing errors related to Chinese input methods[ll], which are computer programs 
through which Chinese characters can be input into computers. Examples of 
Chinese input methods are Pinyin (拼音)，Wubi (五筆)，Cangjie (倉頡)，English-
Chinese (英漢)，and 4-Comer (四角). 
When there is an error in the text, the erroneous word cannot match the original 
word in the dictionary. However, as there is a significant number of single-character 
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words, each individual character of the erroneous word may match a single-character 
word in the dictionary. That is, an erroneous word may be interpreted as a string of 
correct single-character words. For example, i f the sentence 我是人 is mistyped as 我 
樓人，the mistyped character 樓 is still a valid single-character word. On the other 
hand, a string of single-character words does not necessarily mean that there must be an 
error. Therefore, it is possible that the segmentation result obtained is incorrect and 
errors cannot be detected. Occasionally, erroneous characters together with characters 
of an adjacent word may match a word in the dictionary. This also affects both the 
segmentation and error detection results. 
3.4 Combinatory Explosion 
A segmentation solution may be viewed as a combination of words. In order to 
find the best segmentation solution, a simple method is to calculate a score for each of 
the possible combinations of words. The best segmentation solution can then be found 
by choosing the word combination with the highest score. However, by assuming 
there are unknown words, any sequence of Chinese characters is a potential candidate of 
words, including unknown words. The number of possible word combinations (i.e. 
possible segmentation solutions) is calculated as follows: 
For a phrase of L characters, if the maximum word length is restricted to m 
characters, there are m possible words starting with the first character. For example, in 
the phrase 天我|、湖是 (swan lake is ...), when m = 3, at most 3 words can be 
formed with the first character 天：天我島沾月(swan lake),天我| (swan), and 天(sky). 
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I 天 [“^““]~~~^““I““^““ o ® ® (Trisyllabic, i.e. 3_character word) 
、、天 I 鹅 I 湖丨是 I �® � (Disyllabic) 
、I II I 湖丨是 I o o o (Monosyllabic) 
Figure 3.1 The words formed with the first character in a phrase, 
with maximum word length equals to 3 
The number of possible word combinations can be calculated by considering different 
cases. 
Case 1: If it is given that the first character 天 is segmented as a monosyllabic word, 
the number of word combinations of the phrase is reduced to that of the 
remaining L-1 characters 鶴湖是 
Case 2: If it is given that the first two characters 天我島 are segmented as a disyllabic 
% 
word, the number of word combinations is dependent on the last L-2 
characters 湖是 
Case m: If it is given that the first m characters are segmented as one word, the 
number of word combinations of the phrase will be reduced to that of the last 
L-m characters. 
Hence, with reference to Figure 3.1, 
(1) for a phrase of length 1 (that is one character), the maximum number of different 
word combinations is 1. 
(2) for a phrase of L characters, the maximum number of word combinations can be 
calculated by summing those of the different cases. That is: 
max. no. of word combinations ofL-1 characters 
+ max. no. of word combinations ofL-2 characters 
+ ... 
+ max. no. ofword combinations ofL-m characters 
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Thus, the maximum number of word combinations for a phrase o f L characters is: 
i=m 
NL = Z NL_i where ^^., = 0 if L - i < 0 
i=i andNL_i-l if L = i 
For the case of maximum word length m=7, the maximum number of word 
combinations N[ for phrase length L is computed in Table 3.1 and plotted in Figure 3.2. 
Table 3.1 The maximum number of word combinations N[ for the phrases 
o f L characters 
“ L Ni I  L NL L Ni 
1 1 n 1,004 Tl 987,560 
2 2 12 2,000 22 1,967,200 
3 4 13 3,984 23 3,918,592 
4 8 14 7,936 24 7,805,695 
5 16 15 15,808 25 15,548,665 
6 32 16 31,489 26 30,972,384 
7 64 17 62,725 27 61,695,880 
8 127 18 124,946 28 122,895,984 
9 253 19 248,888 29 244,804,400 
10 504丨 20 495,776| 30 +487,641,600 
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^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | _ 國 _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Figure 3.2 Exponential growth of the number of word combinations 
From Figure 3.2, it can be observed that the maximum number of segmentations 
increases exponentially with the phrase length, and there is a risk of combinatory 
explosion. Therefore, as long Chinese sentences of thirty or forty characters 
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sometimes appear in texts, it is not practical to find the best segmentation solution by 
considering all the possible word combinations. 
3.5 Related Work 
There are already many proposed segmentation methods, especially in solving 
ambiguities, but there are only a few works on error detection. Basically, the work in 
segmentation can be classified into rule-based, statistic-based, or hybrid methods that 
based on the combination ofmles and statistics. 
In rule-based segmentation methods, dictionaries are often used. The sequences 
of characters to be segmented are checked against the dictionaries. Among those 
methods, the Maximum Match [14] method is the most commonly used since it is 
simple and efficient. The idea ofMaximum Match (also called the longest match) is to 
select the longest word among all the possibilities when there is an ambiguity. 
The Maximum Match Method (MM) 
Assume that the longest word in a dictionary is of length i (i.e. composed of i 
characters). Then, for each sentence to be segmented, the first i characters are 
matched with the words in the dictionary. If a word is matched, the first i 
characters are segmented as one word. On the other hand, if no word is matched, 
the i-th character is ignored and the first i-1 characters are considered in the same 
way. This continues until a word is matched or only one character is considered. 
After a word is segmented, the process continues at the position immediately after 
the word segmented. 
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There are several variations of Maximum Match. Reverse Maximum Match [14] 
matches the last i characters with the words in the dictionary instead of the first i 
characters. If no word is matched, the process ignores one character in front and thus 
matching the dictionary with the last i-1 characters. This method is found to be more 
accurate than the Maximum Match method because important words normally appear 
towards the end of a phrase [14:. 
In the Optimum Matching Method [14], the words in the dictionary are first 
arranged according to word frequency. The frequently used words are put before the 
less frequently used ones. During segmentation, the character sequence is matched 
against the dictionary. When a word is matched, it is considered as a segment. This 
method solves ambiguities by choosing the more frequently used words instead of 
choosing the longer one. 
The Maximum Match method and its variations can be accompanied by the use of 
delimiters [13]. Punctuation marks and characters which can only be the prefix (first 
character) or suffix (last character) of words are considered as delimiters. A sentence 
is first divided into phrases based on the delimiters. The Maximum Match method can 
then be applied to the phrases. 
Besides using dictionaries of full words, some methods use dictionaries of word 
components. It is based on the idea that many words which are longer than two 
characters can be formed by concatenating one-character or two-character words. A 
hypothesis is proposed by Wu and Tseng [22]: "Words exceeding two characters can be 
characterized by a grammar that describes the concatenation behavior of morphological 
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and syntactic categories of their formatives". Based on this hypothesis, dictionaries of 
one-character and two-character word components are used in their work. 
Grammatical rules are incorporated to combine the word components. However, 
although it is true that many words are created by combining shorter ones, there are also 
many exceptions. 
Besides dictionaries of words, other information is also considered in some designs. 
The Semi-word method is introduced by Bai [2]. A semi-word is a character which is 
seldom used as a single-character word. Instead, semi-words are used to form words 
with other characters. Examples of semi-words are 確(real),實(real),理(reason). 
They are seldom used as words on their own, but they form words such as 確實(really) 
and 真理(the truth), which are used more often. A set of semi-words was compiled 
by Bai [2]. The best segmentation solution is chosen using a set ofscoring principles. 
Knowledge-base containing grammatical and semantic knowledge for word 
segmentation is suggested by Liang and Zhang [13]. In their method, a set of 32 rules 
which characterized certain kinds of word formation are used in addition to the 
Maximum Match [14] method. The accuracy of the method is one segmentation error 
for every 200 to 300 characters, provided that all the words are predefined. 
In statistics-based methods, information such as word frequency and character co-
occurrence frequency are often obtained from corpus. A method based on mutual 
information was proposed by Sproat and Shih [18]. In their method, a corpus of 
approximately 2.6 million Chinese characters is used. The method gives a measure of 
how strongly two characters are associated based on the probability ofthe occurrence of 
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the characters. The mutual information I is defined as: 
P(a,b) 
I ( a , b ) = l0g2  
P(a) P(b) 
where P(a) and P(b) are the probabilities that the characters a and b appear in 
the corpus, respectively. 
P(a, b) is the probability that the characters a and b appear together. 
The idea is that [18]: "if P(a,b) is significantly higher than P(a) P(b), then there is 
good reason to believe that a and b somehow ‘belong together'". In the method, a 
threshold is predefined. If the co-occurrence frequency of a pair of characters is higher 
than the threshold, the pair of characters and the corresponding frequency are stored in a 
table and they are called bigrams. Therefore, a bigram is a string of two adjacent 
characters which may or may not be a word. Similarly, a n-gram is a string of n 
adjacent characters which often appear together. This method only deals with disyllabic 
and monosyllabic words. With this method, a lot of words can be correctly grouped. 
Examples are 小組(group) and 酒樓(restaurant). However, some of the bigrams are 
not words. Examples are 愛我(love me) and 他看(he watches). Gao and Chen [8: 
extended this method by considering all the combinations of n-gram, in which n is a 
variable, in performing segmentation. 
Markov model and bigram are used together as an evaluation of a segmentation 
solution in Yeh and Lee's method [23]. In their method, a sentence is considered as a 
sequence of words. Therefore, 
S = W W iW 0 Wi 
0 "m”m-l"ni-2-"”l 
where S is a possible segmentation solution and Wj is thej-th word. 
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The probability ofapossible segmentation solution is: 
？⑶=P(Wm| W _ , .. .，Wm-i) ... P(W2|W1)P(W1) 
Since it is not practical to consider so many data, it is simplified by letting n=l, giving 
？⑶=P(Wm|Wm-i) ... P(W2|W1)P(W1). 
As it is still not practical to consider all the occurrence probability of all the words, it is 
further simplified to: 
P(S) = P(CJCm_i) ... P(C2|C1)P(C1) where C is a syntactic category (word class) 
In this method, grammatical patterns are uncovered. It is similar to bigram, but 
syntactic category is considered instead ofcharacters. 
Some other methods suggest that it may be better to solve the problem of 
segmentation together with other problems. The integration of word segmentation and 
part-of-speech tagging was proposed by Chang and Chen [4]. In this method, a Part-
of-Speech Tagger is first trained from a corpus in terms of tag sequence (i.e. a sequence 
ofword class). During segmentation, a number of possible segmentation solutions are 
first proposed based on the predefined words. Then，the 20 best possible solutions are 
found according to a scoring function, which is based on Maximum Match [14] and 
word frequency. The Part-of-Speech Tagger then calculates the score for the 20 best 
segmentation solutions. The system combines the segmentation score and the part-of-
speech score in different weights in order to decide the final segmentation tagging. 
From the result of the method, it was found that the segmentation dominated approach 
is better than the tagging dominated approach. Thus, a good segmentation can 
improve tagging. 
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Quite a number of works on segmentation achieve a high level of accuracy in tests. 
However, most of the methods assume that all the words are predefined. In practice, 
this is not the case as it is flexible to form new words in Chinese. Among the methods, 
Sun, Huang, Gao, and Fang [19] proposed a heuristic to identify Chinese names. They 
use information such as the frequency of sumame to recognize personal names. Also, 
Chen and Lee[6] proposed another heuristic to identify organization names. In their 
method, keywords such as 政府(government),公司(company),大學(university) 
and prefix such as 國立，市立 are used to identify organization names. They 
attempted to solve the problem of unknown words. However, these methods are 
limited to handle only a subset of the unknown words. 
Nie, Hannan, and Jin [17] suggested to add an unknown word detection process 
into the whole segmentation process. The phrase to be handled is first segmented as 
much as possible based on a dictionary. The unsegmented portions are then examined 
to find out the unknown words. The unknown word detection is based on heuristic 
word formation rules and the frequency that the unknown word appeared in a text. A 
sequence of characters is supposed to be an unknown word if it conforms to some rules 
which characterized word formation, and the sequence must appear many times in the 
text. This approach is suitable for a corpus or a large piece of text. Unknown words 
which only appear one or two times, especially in short articles, cannot be detected by 
this method. 
For detecting errors, Chang [3] proposed to use a character table for similar shape, 
sound, meaning, and input-method-code characters in segmentation. In Chang's 
method, all the combinations are proposed based on the character table and scores are 
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given to the combinations. This approach tries to "guess" all the possible errors. The 
problem with this method is its limitations in handling errors other than single 
replacement errors. Also, the performance is highly dependent on the size of the 
character table. 
Quite a number of these works on segmentation achieve high levels of accuracy in 
tests. However, most ofthem assume that there is no unknown word and texts are free 
of errors. They may be suitable for applications such as semantic analysis for 
Information Retrieval. However, they are not suitable for Chinese spell checking 




The Chinese Spell Checking System 
The design is focused on the segmentation and error detection processes for 
Chinese spell checking. Other processes like suggesting corrections for erroneous 
words are beyond the scope of this thesis, but will be briefly mentioned when necessary. 
Before designing the segmentation and error detection processes, it is necessary to 
design the overall structure of a Chinese spelling checker. A Chinese spelling checker 
called the Chinese Spell Checking System (CSCS) is designed and implemented. 
The first step in designing the CSCS is to identify the essential operations of a 
Chinese spelling checker. Assume there is already a word processor. After typing 
some paragraphs in Chinese, a user invokes the Chinese spell checking function. The 
text is then checked from the first character (or from the position indicated by the user) 
to the last character. When a suspected error is detected, it is presented to the user. 
The suspected error could be: 
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(1) an erroneous word. The user can correct the word at once. It would be more 
convenient if some possible corrections of the erroneous word are suggested to the 
user. 
(2) an unknown word such as the user's name. The user knows that the word is 
correct and believes that it is not predefined in the spelling checker. He can add 
the unknown word to the system or choose not to add that i fhe thinks the unknown 
word is unimportant. 
(3) not a word due to incorrect segmentation. For example, the spelling checker 
misinterprets some characters of two adjacent words as one word. This can 
happen because words in Chinese sentences are put together without any word 
delimiters. Besides, unknown words and errors in text may affect the 
interpretation of the spelling checker. Some measures have to be designed to 
prevent the user from feeling confused. 
(4) a correct predefined word. That is, a false alarm because the result of the error 
detector may be incorrect. The user canjust bypass the false alarms. 
After a suspected error is handled, the spelling checker continues to check the remaining 
paragraphs. 
Four essential operations are identified: (1) locate erroneous words, (2) interact 
with users, (3) suggest corrections, and (4) maintain a dictionary for users. 
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4.1 Architecture of the Chinese Spell Checking System (CSCS) 
Linguistic Analyzer 
C [ 厂 ] “ ‘ “ ^ ^ n： 
丨 Segmenter [ 
B I I 
Word Processor A 。 + ^ Tracker ' a , ~ ~ ^ | 
and *‘ System < x | j | 
, f " ^ Interface E ' [ 
Users F - ^ ^ ； Error Detector j ^^^^^r^Hh 
\ Correction K3 ^ ro 
\ Advisor "" g ① 
义 
^ ^ - _ _ - ^ Figure 4.1 The architecture of the CSCS 
The architecture of the CSCS is shown in Figure 4.1. The system consists of five 
components: 
1. The System Interface consists of a user interface that interacts with users and a data 
interface that communicates with the word processor. Through the user interface, 
users can correct errors, request the system to suggest corrections, and add new 
word to (or delete user-defined words from) the system. The data interface is used 
to pass textual data between the CSCS and the text editor. 
2. The Knowledge Base contains the linguistic information used for spell checking. 
In the Knowledge Base, there are Chinese grammar rules and dictionaries. 
Dictionaries include a set of system dictionaries, a user dictionary, and a temporary 
dictionary. In the system dictionaries, a number of commonly used words are 
associated with information such as word classes and word frequencies. The 
system dictionaries and grammar rules are the basic information predefined in the 
system. The user dictionary stores user-defined words, which are not predefined 
in the system and can be updated from time to time. The temporary dictionary 
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automatically stores the unknown words identified by the users. The words stored 
in the temporary dictionary will be lost when the CSCS is terminated. 
3. The Linguistic Analyzer is the central component of the CSCS. It consists of a 
Segmenter and an Error Detector. The Linguistic Analyzer is responsible for 
detecting erroneous words from a string of characters. Based on the information 
predefined in the Knowledge Base, the string of characters is first segmented into 
words by the Segmenter. The Error Detector then identifies the erroneous words 
by performing linguistic analysis on the string of the segmented words. 
4. The Tracker acts as the pre-processor and post-processor of the Linguistic Analyzer. 
It is responsible for dividing the texts into sentences and keeping track on which 
sentence is being processed by the Linguistic Analyzer. When a piece of text is 
being checked, the Tracker first divides it into sentences according to the 
punctuation marks. Some of the sentences may contain symbols, alphabetic 
symbols, and Arabic numerals. These types of characters will not be checked and 
they are considered as unnatural delimiters for further dividing sentences into 
shorter strings of characters called phrases. The phrases will be sent to the 
Linguistic Analyzer one by one. Some texts may contain decorations such as bold, 
italic, and underline. Also, sometimes people insert a space between every two 
Chinese characters for ease of reading. Before passing a phrase to the Linguistic 
Analyzer, the Tracker first records the decorations and relative positions of the 
characters, and then eliminate the decorations and spaces. After a phrase is 
processed by the Linguistic Analyzer, the Tracker restores the decorations and 
relative positions of the characters. 
5. The Correction Advisor is a component that suggests corrections to the users. 
Based on the predefined information, it collects a list of words which are similar to 
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the erroneous word, and present them to the user through the System Interface. 
When a piece of text is to be handled, it is first fetched through the System 
Interface to the Tracker. The Tracker then divides the text into phrases. These 
phrases will be checked one by one. After eliminating the decorations and spaces, the 
Tracker passes a phrase, which is a string of pure Chinese characters, to the Linguistic 
Analyzer. The Segmenter of the Linguistic Analyzer segments the phrase into words 
based on the information predefined in the Knowledge Base. The Error Detector 
makes use of the linguistic knowledge in the Knowledge Base to identify erroneous 
words from the string of segmented words. The erroneous words identified are called 
suspected errors. The string of segmented words together with the information 
indicating the suspected errors are sent back to the Tracker. After restoring the 
decorations and relative positions of the characters, the sentence is presented to the user 
through the System Interface, and the first suspected error is highlighted for the user. 
Therefore, referring to Figure 4.1, the flow of the data for detecting errors is in the 
following sequence: 
A (i.e. from Word Processor to System Interface): a piece of text 
B: a piece oftext 
C: a string of pure Chinese characters 
K,: predefined information 
a: a string of segmented words 
K2: predefined information 
D: a string ofsegmented words + information indicating suspected errors 
E: a sentence + information indicating suspected errors 
F (from System Interface to User): a sentence + suspected error highlighted 
When a suspected error is detected, there are several possible conditions: 
1 • If the suspected error is a text error such as those caused by typing mistakes, the 
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user can correct the error by editing the sentence directly through the System 
Interface, or by choosing a correction proposed by the Correction Advisor. The 
correction is then sent to the text editor and the Tracker for updating the text. 
A: (from User to System Interface): correction 
F: (from System Interface to Word Processor): correction 
J^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^9^^B 
2. If the suspected error is an erroneous word, the user may request the CSCS to 
suggest some possible corrections for the suspected error. Under such 
circumstances, the erroneous word is sent from the System Interface to the 
Correction Advisor. Based on the predefined information from the Knowledge 
Base, the Correction Advisor will propose a list of words which are similar to the 
erroneous word, and present it to the user through the System Interface. 
G: an erroneous word 
K3： predefined information 
H: a list of possible corrections 
F: a list ofpossible corrections 
3. If the suspected error is an unknown word, the user may add it to the user-
dictionary of the Knowledge Base through the System Interface. The user may 
also choose to bypass this unknown word instead of adding it to the user dictionary. 
In this case, the unknown word will be automatically added to the temporary 
dictionary. When the word is encountered again in the text, it will not be treated 
as an unknown word anymore. 
||j|;|||jj^ ^^ ^^ ^^  
4. If the suspected error highlighted is not a word due to incorrect segmentation, the 
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user can adjust the highlight, say, by using a mouse. After highlighting a word, 
the user can correct it, request the system to suggest some corrections, add it to the 
user-dictionary, or bypass it. 
5. If the suspected error is a correct predefined word, the user can just bypass it. 
After the suspected error is handled, the Tracker passes the next phrase (or the 
remaining parts of the same phrase if it still contains errors) to the Linguistic 
Analyzer and continues the spell checking process until the whole text is checked. 
4.2 The Segmenter and the Error Detector 
Referring to Figure 4.1，the input of the Linguistic Analyzer (to the Segmenter) is a 
string of pure Chinese characters, whereas the output (from Error Detector) is a string of 
segmented words plus the information indicating the suspected errors detected. For 
example, 
Input ofthe Linguistic Analyzer:我們是月月右 
氺 
Output of the Linguistic Analyzer:我們， 是 月月右 
where the star symbol indicates a suspected error 
Different designs can be used to implement the Segmenter and the Error Detector. The 
only restriction is that the input and output formats of the Linguistic Analyzer must be 
fixed. 
In this design, analysis are performed in both the segmentation and error detection 
processes based on the linguistic information such as dictionary, grammar rule, and 
word frequency. Since some of the analyzing procedures performed by the two 
processes may overlap with each other, it would be more efficient if the Segmenter can 
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pass the partially analyzed results directly to the Error Detector. Therefore, in Figure 
4.1, the information passed through a is basically a string of segmented words, plus the 
partially analyzed results which are useful to the Error Detector. The content of the 
analyzed results passed is dependent on the design of the pairing between the Segmenter 
and the Error Detector. 
After designing the overall structure of the spelling checker, the remaining but the 
most important issue is to design the segmentation and error detection processes. As 
mentioned in Chapter 3, problems that affect the speed and accuracy of segmentation 
have to be dealt with. First, ambiguities, unknown words, and errors can exist in the 
texts. Second, a segmentation solution is just a combination of words and each 
sentence can be segmented in numerous ways, either making sense or not. Therefore, 
it is not practical to consider all the possible word combinations to obtain the best 
segmentation solution. In order to deal with these problems, two sub-goals are defined 
for performing segmentation: 
(1) design a scoring function to evaluate the possible segmentation solutions 
(2) design a segmentation strategy or a search strategy to search for the best 
segmentation solution among all the possibilities, based on the results of the scoring 
function. 
The scoring function should also give an account to include a reasonable amount of 
unknown words. Obviously, ifmost of the words of a sentence are not predefined, the 
best segmentation solution obtained may not be a correct one. In the other extreme, 
the assumption of no unknown words is improper as this cannot reflect the real situation. 
Therefore, in segmentation, it is assumed that most of the words are predefined, but 
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unknown words may exist. 
In the search strategy, it should explicitly restrict the number of word combinations 
that needed to be considered in order to avoid the risk ofcombinatory explosion. Also, 
a method for calculating the maximum number of word combinations should be 
provided so that the upper-bound of the time needed for segmenting a sentence, say for 
twenty characters, can be estimated. 
For error detection, it is performed on the best segmentation solution obtained. 
Instead of actually understanding the Chinese language, heuristics are used for 
identifying errors. For example, if a segmented word: 
1. matches an idiom, it is very likely to be correct. 
2. matches a predefined multi-character word, it is likely to be correct. 
3. matches a grammar rule with its adjacent words, it is likely to be correct. 
4. matches a predefined multi-character word and fits a grammar rule, it is very likely j 
；( 
! to be correct. 
5. does not match any word, it is likely to be an error. 
In the next three Chapters, the algorithms designed for segmentation and error 




The Block-of-Combinations Segmentation 
Algorithm and Error Detection 
The Block-of-Combinations (BOC) algorithm is a segmentation method that aims 
at solving ambiguities. It consists of a scoring function that evaluates the possible 
segmentation solutions, and a segmentation strategy that segments phrases in a step-by-
step fashion. For segmentation, two assumptions are first made based on observations: 
1. Since each single-character word is composed of one character and the character 
may be a component of another multi-character word, a word segment that matches 
a single-character may not be a correct segment. For example, although 鉛(lead) 
and 筆(pen) are words, the consecutive word segments 鉛 / 筆 are incorrect 
because 鉛筆 is a multi-character word. On the other hand, if several 
consecutive characters of a phrase match a multi-character word of a dictionary, it 
is likely that those characters should be grouped as one word. Therefore, word 
segments that match predefined multi-character words are assumed to be more 
favorable than those matching single-character words. Also, word segments that 
match long words, such as those composed of 6 characters or more, are very likely 
to be correct segments. 
2. If a word is composed of two or more shorter words, ambiguities occur. For 
example, the word 交通工具(vehicle) is composed of the words 交通(traffic) 
and 工具(tool), and there are ambiguities between them. For this type of 
ambiguities, the longest word is assumed to be the most favorable word segment. 
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5.1 Single-character-word Function 
When there are ambiguities in a phrase, it can be segmented into different ways. 
Usually, only one of the possible segmentation solutions is correct, while the others are 
not. Before designing a scoring function for solving ambiguities, it would be 
enlightening to observe through an example the differences between a correct 
segmentation solution and the incorrect ones caused by ambiguities: 
Assume the phrase 誰都不矢卩道它的確實用途 is going to be segmented and the 
words 知道（know),的確（really)，確實（really),實用 ^3ractical),用途（use) are 
predefined in the dictionary. Obviously, there are ambiguities between the pairs of 
words 的確，確實；確實，實用；實用，用途.Consequently, there are several 
possible combinations. For example, 
1 . 誰 都 不 知 道 它 的 確 實 用 途 
2 . 誰 都 不 知 道 它 的 確 實 用 途 
3 . 誰 都 不 知 道 它 的 確 實 用 途 
The correct segmentation solution should be combination 3: 
誰 都 不 知 道 它 的 確 實 用 途 
ONFo one knows its real use) 
The other two segmentations are not meaningful. 
Different segmentation approaches are able to choose combination 3 as the best 
solution. A number of these approaches solve ambiguities by determining which of 
the words are more likely to appear. For example, the co-occurrence probability 
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suggested by Sproat and Shih [18] may be used to choose the correct segmentation 
solution, in which the co-occurrence probability of 石萑 and 實 may be found to be 
higher than that of 的 and 石雀，and so it is better to segment 確實 as a word. Also, 
the best solution may be deduced from the so called word formation power [27], in 
which the word formation power of the character 實 is higher than that of the character 
的，and so it is more likely that the character sequence 確實 is a word. However, these 
approaches may not be able to choose the correct segmentation solution if one of the 
characters is changed. For example, the phrase 誰都不矢口道它的確實用途 is changed 
to誰都不知道它的確實用嗎（the last character is changed f r o m途 t o嗎). T h e 
correct segmentation solution of this phrase should be: 
誰 都 不 知 道 它 的 確 實 用 嗎 
(Does no one know that it is really practical?) 
which is very different from combination 3 ofthe original phrase. 
Instead of determining which of the two words 確實 or 實用 is more likely to 
appear, the proposed BOC method solves ambiguities by considering the effects on the 
phrase caused by choosing either of the two words. In the original phrase 誰都不知 
道它的確實用途，if 的確 is segmented as one word, either the character 途 or the 
character 實 will be segmented as a single-character word (refer to combinations 1 and 
2). On the other hand, if 確實 is segmented as a word, the character 的 will be 
segmented as a word (refer to combination 3). From practice, it is observed that the 
character 的 is often used as a single-character word, but it is very unlikely that either 
the character 實 or the character 途 is a single-character word. Therefore, the best 
segmentation solution can be considered as the combination that has the smallest 
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number of "unusual" single-character words. This idea is similar to the semi-word 
method proposed by Bai [2]. Recall that a semi-word is a character that is seldom used 
as a single-character word. However, in the semi-word method, a character is either in 
the predefined set of semi-words or not, and hence takes a binary value. For the BOC 
method proposed, word frequency, rather than the binary values, is considered. 
In the proposed BOC segmentation method, the single-character-word function U 
is defined as follows: 
'l if f > fsAT 
^ / ( / ) = 1 (/ - fcUT)l{jsAT - fcur) i f fcUT < f < fsAT 
0 i f f < f c U T 
where f is the occurrence frequency of the character as a single-character word 
fcuT is the threshold frequency below which the characters seldom appear as 
single-character words. 
fsAT is the threshold frequency above which the characters often appear as single-
character words. 
U(f) can be visualized by the following diagram: 
U(f) “ 
1.0 z .  
0.0 L ： • fcUT fsAT f 
Figure 5.1 The relation between single-character-word 
function U(f) and word frequency f 
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For the definition of the single-character-word function U, the characters which are 
very often used as single-character words are assigned a score of 1.0, while those 
seldom or never used as single-character words are assigned a score of 0.0. The 
characters in between these two extremes are assigned the scores proportional to their 
word frequencies. The score of each possible segmentation solution is calculated by 
summing the values ofU(f). 
The score of a segmentation solution is defined as: 
Score-S = S (1 - U(fj) ) where j is a single character appearing in the solution j 
The larger the value of U(:^), the more likely that j is correctly segmented as a single-
character word. Thus, the best segmentation is the one with the smallest Score-S. 
5.2 Segmentation Strategy 
With the scoring function Score-S, a straight forward method to obtain the best 
segmentation solution for a phrase is to evaluate all the possible word combinations and 
find the one with the smallest Score-S value. However, as explained in Chapter 3.4, 
this is not practical because the number of possible word combinations increases 
exponentially with the length of the phrases. That is, there will be a huge number of 
possible segmentation solutions for long phrases. In order to find the best 
segmentation solution, a method must be designed to reduce the number of 
combinations considered. Intuitively, the number of word combinations will be 
greatly reduced if only the combinations involving predefined multi-character words are 
considered. Thus, the best segmentation solution may be obtained by first finding all 
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the predefined multi-character words embedded in a phrase. Then, those words are 
used to generate different word combinations. The best segmentation solution can then 
be found by considering these combinations. This method is more practical than the 
previous one. However, it is not good enough because the number of predefined 
multi-character words embedded in a phrase is dependent on both the dictionary and the 
phrase being segmented. Therefore, the actual number of word combinations 
considered cannot be estimated. 
In order to find the best segmentation solution, a heuristic segmentation strategy 
that restricts the number of word combinations is designed. The strategy is based on 
these observations: 
1. although there are long-distance dependency phenomena in Chinese, most of the 
ambiguities can be solved by considering a few adjacent characters. 
2. from Table 2.2, most of the words in Chinese are monosyllabic and disyllabic 
words. Thus, the probability of ambiguities involving long words is much lower 
than those involving disyllabic words or trisyllabic words. The exception is when 
long words are composed of shorter ones, e.g.交通工具(vehicle) is composed of 
交通（traffic) and 工具（tool). 
Instead of considering all the combinations of a long phrase at one time, the 
segmentation process considers a phrase under a sliding window, as shown in Figure 
5.2. 
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Figure 5.2 A Sliding Window 
In each iteration, the process looks ahead several characters to check if there are 
ambiguities. If there is no ambiguity, the phrase is segmented based on a dictionary. 
If there are ambiguities, the predefined multi-character words embedded in the phrase 
which are beginning with the characters inside the sliding window are first found. 
They are used to generate different combinations in order to choose the best word 
segment. For example, in iteration n of Figure 5.2, the predefined multi-character 
words used for generating combinations are 矢口道，的確，確實.Note that the words 
may exceed the boundary of the sliding window. Since there may be several 
ambiguities adjacent to each other, it may not be able to find a common ending position 
for evaluation without considering a long series of characters. So the concept of 
Terminators is designed for determining the number of characters to be evaluated in 
each possible segmentation solution. A Terminator is the starting position of a word 
that follows the words considered in the current iteration. Informally speaking, they 
are words that will be considered in the next iteration. For example, in iteration n of 
Figure 5.2, the Terminators are at the starting position of the words 實用 and 用途 . I t 
is shown in Figure 5.3, in which the two verticle arrows indicate two Terminators. 
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Figure 5.3 An Example of Terminator 
In order to perform evaluation of a word combination, a Score-S is calculated from 
the starting position of current iteration to the nearest Terminator behind the 
combination. For example, refering to Figure 5.3, two of the combinations that will be 
evaluated are: 
1 .知道 它 的確 
个 
2 . 知 道 它 的 確實 
个 
Thus, if a combination terminates immediately before a Terminator, then the 
combination matches well with a potential solution in the next iteration. Note that 
even in the same iteration, the number of characters considered in calculating the Score-
S for different combinations may be different, but are restricted to a certain range. The 
detail of the heuristic is described as follows: 
1. The segmentation process scans the phrase from the first character to the last 
character. 
2. A number Max^ is predefined (e.g. Max^ = 5), which is the maximum length of 
character strings that will be considered in solving ambiguities. Whenever a 
word longer than Max^ is encountered, the word is chosen as the result. Thus, in 
the following steps, the lengths of all the words are assumed to be Max^ or less. 
3. At a certain position P of the phrase, all the multi-character words beginning with 
character P are found. 
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(a) If there is no multi-character word beginning at P, it is segmented as a single 
character and the next iteration starts. 
(b) Otherwise, for the longest word W starting at P, its length L^ is found. All 
the multi-character words starting within P and P+(Lw_l) inclusively are 
found. They are denoted as {W<Lw} • If there is only one word, W will be 
accepted as the result. Then the next iteration begins. If there is more 
than one word, it is considered to be ambiguous and further analysis is 
carried out in the following steps. 
4. All the multi-character words starting within P and P+(MaXw_l) inclusively are 
found. This set is denoted by {W^max}. Since all the words under consideration 
are within Max^ characters, the maximum extent they can span is from P to 
P+2(MaXw_l). For example, ifMax^=5, the maximum extent the words can span 
is from P to P+8. This is illustrated as follows: 
p m p+8 
Max. length of first word is 5 (i.e. to P+4) 
The longest word starting at P+4 spans to P+8 
Figure 5.4 The range for fetching words in the BOC 
5. All the possible combinations of the words in {W^aJ are generated so that each 
of these combinations starts at P and ends between P+(MaXw_l) and P+2(Max^-l). 
In particular, if Max^=5, the number of combinations is upper-bounded by 65, 
which will be explained in Chapter 5.3. 
6. All the words starting within P+Max^ and P+(Max^-1 )+Max^ inclusively are 
found and used as Terminators. For Max^=5, the Terminators are within P+5 
and P+9. 
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7. For each of the combinations generated, the corresponding Score-S is evaluated 
from P to the smallest Terminator after the combination. 
8. After considering all the combinations generated, the one with the smallest Score-
S is chosen as the best solution, and the word combination from P to the first word 
starting between P and P+(MaXw_l) is the segmentation result of the current 
iteration. Ties in the smallest Score-S are broken by first choosing the longest 
word combination, and then combination consisting of the smallest number of 
words. 
5.3 Maximum Number of Combinations of the BOC 
It is necessary to calculate the maximum number of combinations that will be 
considered for a phrase of a specific length, so that the upper-bound of the time used for 
segmentation can be estimated. Recall from Chapter 5.2 that the length of all the 
words are Max^ or less, and P is the first character considered in the current iteration. 
For a phrase of L characters, if L < Max^, then the number of possible word 
combinations Q is 2^'\ For example, the phrase ABC can be segmented as {Ay'B/C, 
A/BC, AB/C, ABC}. That is, L=3 and C^=2'-'=4. 
According to step 4 of the BOC in Chapter 5.2, the number of possible 
combinations in an iteration reaches its maximum when the words can span from P to 
P+2(MaXw-l). 
That is, L > P+2(MaXw_l) - P + 1 
> 2MaXw - 1 
For a phrase of L characters where L > 2Max^-!, since all the combinations start at P 
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and end between P+(MaXw_l) and P+2(MaXw_l) as mentioned in step 5 of BOC, the 
maximum number of combinations is: 
2MaXw_l 
Max_C = E number of combinations of length i 
i=MaXw 
Recall that all combinations are formed by words in {W<^^ }^. 
(1) For any combination longer than Max^, the last word in the combination must 
start with a character within P+1 and P+Max^-l. 
If the last word starts at position P+1, the number of combinations = C^xl, as 
follows: 
P P+1 P+Maxw 
i / J I I I 1 < >< > 
(Ci) last word of length Max^ 
Figure 5.5 The number of combinations for the last word 
starting at P+1 in the BOC 
If the last word starts at position P+2, the number of combinations = C2X2, as 
follows: 
P P+1 P+Maxw 
I I :'1 I I — I I <- >< ^ 
(C2) last word of length Max^ 
P P+1 P+Maxw 
I I I I 1 I < >< ^ 
(C2) last word of length Max^-1 
Figure 5.6 The number of combinations for the last word 
starting at P+2 in the BOC 
Similarly, if the last word starts at position P+(MaXw_l), the number of 
combinations is C^ axw-i x (Max^-1). 
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MaXw-1 
Thus, the total number of combinations longer than Max^ = Z j x Cj 
j=l 
(2) The number of combinations of length Max^ = C^ axw 
MaXw-1 
Therefore, the maximum number of combinations Max-C = C^ axw + 2 j x Cj 
j -1 
For example, i fMax^ = 5, 
5-1 
Max-C = 25-1+ 2^  j X T ' = 65 
j -1 
The maximum length of words involving ambiguities (i.e. Max^) determines the 
maximum number of combinations Max-C. The longer the maximum length, the more 
combinations have to be considered and hence the more computation time is needed. 
Therefore, the value of Max^ should be kept as small as possible. On the other hand, 
since most of the words in Chinese are monosyllabic and disyllabic, most of the 
ambiguities involve disyllabic words. An ambiguity of two disyllabic words consists 
of three characters. As the algorithm uses adjacent multi-character words for solving 
ambiguities, at least two more characters have to be considered. Therefore, the 
preferable value of Max^ should be at least 5. It is also true that there are not many 
Chinese words consist of six of more characters. If such words are encountered, it is 
very likely that they are desired even when ambiguities occur because long words are 
often composed of shorter ones. Thus, the maximum length of words involving 
ambiguities (i.e. Max^) is set to 5. 
For each iteration, if Max^=5, the maximum number of combinations is 65 when 
there are ambiguities. For the worst case, the result of each iteration is a disyllabic 
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word (i.e. word consisting of 2 characters). Therefore, for a long phrase of 30 
characters, 15 iterations are needed and the number of combinations is 65x15, i.e., 975. 
The exponential growth of combinations when considering all the possibilities at one 
time is reduced to linear by this BOC method. 
5.4 A Case Study of the BOC 
Assume that the phrase發展中國家庭電器換取外匯（to develop China's 
household-appliance industry to exchange for foreign currency) is to be segmented. 
The corresponding words in the dictionary are 發展中國家(developing country),發 
展(develop),中國（China),國家(country),家庭電器(household-appliance),家 
庭(family),電器(appliance),換耳又(exchange), and 夕|^匯(foreign currency). 
Also, MaXw=5 throughout the iterations (refer to step 2). That is, if a word of 6 or 
more characters is encountered, the word will be chosen as the result of that iteration. 
Iteration 1: 
The first character 發 is considered (P=1). There are two words starting with it: 
發展中國家 a n d發展.T h e longest word界=發展中國家and its length L^-5 
(refer to step 3b). All the words starting within P (i.e. 1) and P+(Lw_l) (i.e. 5) 
inclusively are put in {W<Lw}. 
{W,Lw} = {發展中國家，發展，中國，國家，家庭電器，家庭}. 
There are six words in {W<Lw}, so it is considered as ambiguous. 
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Then, since P=1 and P+(MaXw_l)=5, all the words starting between the 1st 
character 發 and the 5 th character 家 are found (refer to step 4). There are six 
words denoted by: 
{界_3二{發展中國家，發展，中國，國家，家庭電器，家庭}. 
Combinations of words are generated based on {W^ax} (refer to step 5). 
Examples are: 
1 .發展中國家 
2 . 發 展 中 國家 
3 . 發 展 中 國 家 庭 電 器 
4 . 發 展 中 國 家 庭 
Terminators are then found. Since P+Max^=6 and P+(Max^-1 )+Max^= 10, the 
Terminators start between the 6th character and the 10th character in the iteration 
(refer to step 6). Therefore, the Terminators are within the underlined portion of 
the sentence:發展中國家庭電器換取外匯.Thus, the Terminators are at the 
characters 電 and 換，since 電器 and 換取 are words in the dictionary. 
In order to evaluate the Score-S, the Terminators are used to limit the length of the 
combinations (refer to step 7). The corresponding combinations to be evaluated 
are: 
1 . 發 展 中 國 家 庭 tTenni_r 
U(f): 0.0025 Score-S = 0.9975 
2 . 發 展 中 國 家 庭 tenni_r 
U(f): 0.0915 0.0025 Score-S - 1.9060 
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3 . 發 展 中 國 家 庭 電 器 tenninator ScOre_S = 0.0 
4.發展 中國 家庭 tTenni_r ScOre_S = 0.0 
Since the single character 庭 appears in combinations 1 and 2, their Score-S will 
be higher. Recall that the best combination is the one with the lowest Score-S, so 
combinations 3 and 4 are better. Since combination 3 is longer, it is considered as 
the best combination (refer to step 8). The segmentation result of this iteration is 
the first word 發展.T h e next iteration starts immediately after this word, and is 
at the character 中. 
Iteration 2: 
The character 中 is considered and thus P=3. The only word starting with 中 is 中 
國.Therefore, \¥=中國 and L^=2 (refer to step 3b). 
Then, since P=3 and P+(Lw_l)=4, all the words starting between the 3rd character 
中 and the 4th character 國 are found. There are two words, denoted by: 
{W,Lw} = { ^ H ,國家}. 
Thus, the sequence is ambiguous. 
Since P=3 and P+(Max^-l)=7, all the words starting between the 3rd character 中 
and the 7th character 電 are found (refer to step 4). There are five words denoted 
by: 
{界 _ ] =沖國，國家家庭電器，家庭，電器 } . 
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Combinations are generated based on {W_x} (refer to step 5). For example, 
1 . 中 國 家 庭 電 器 
2 . 中 國 家 庭 電 器 
3 . 中 國 家 庭 電 器 
Since P+MaXw=8 and P+(MaXw-1 )+Max^=12, the Terminators are words starting 
between the 8th character 器 and the 12th character 匯 in the iteration (refer to 
step 6). Thus, the Terminators are at the starting position of the words 換取 and 
外匯. 
Therefore, the evaluation results are (refer to step 7): 
1 . 中 國 家 庭 電 器 nem_t�r Score_S = 0.0 
2- 中 國家 庭 電器 tTmninator 
U(f): 0.0915 0.0025 Score-S = 1.9060 
3 .中國 家庭電器 trenni_r Score_S = 0.0 
After evaluating the Score-S of the combinations, it is found that combinations 1 
and 3 are equally good. Since combination 3 consists of fewer words, it is the 
best combination (refer to step 8). The segmentation result of this iteration is the 
word 中國.Then in the next iteration, it will start with the character 家. 
Iteration 3: 
Character considered:家 and P=5 (step 3). 
Words beginning at P=5 are 家庭電器 and 家庭.Therefore, \¥=家庭電器 and 
Lw=4 (step 3b). 
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{W,Lw} = {家庭電器，家庭，電器}. Thus, ambiguous. 
{ W , _ } = {家庭電器，家庭，電器，換取} (step 4). 
Combinations based on { W _ J are generated (step 5): 
1 . 家 庭 電 器 換 取 
2 . 家 庭 電 器 換 取 
Terminator is at the starting position of 夕|^匯(step 6). 
After consideration, combination 1 is better and the result of this iteration is 家庭 
電器(steps 7 and 8). 
Iteration 4: 
Character considered:換 and P=9. 
The only word starting at P=9 is 換取.Thus, W=WM and L^=2. 
{W<Lw} = {換耳又}. Therefore, it is not ambiguous (step 3b). 
Result of this iteration is 換取. 
Iteration 5: 
Character considered: ^f and P=11. 
The only word starting at P=11 is 外匯.Thus, \¥=外匯 and L^=2. 
{W<Lw} = {^fH}- Therefore, it is not ambiguous (step 3b). 
Result of this iteration is ^ f H . 
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The final segmentation result ofthe phrase will be: 
發 展 中 國 家 庭 電 器 換 取 外 匯 
The translation is: “to develop China's household-appliance industry to exchange for 
foreign currency." 
With this method, the large number of combinations for a long phrase is broken 
down into blocks of combinations of shorter phrases. Thus combinatory explosion is 
avoided. 
5.5 Evaluation ofthe BOC 
The BOC segmentation method proposed is evaluated in terms of accuracy and 
speed. The Maximum Match [14] segmentation method is used as a control for 
comparison. A control is needed because the evaluation result of a segmentation 
method in general cannot be directly compared with those reported in other researcher's 
work, in which different predefined information, such as dictionary, and different testing 
samples are used. 
In the test, the same dictionary is used for both the BOC and the Maximum Match 
segmentation methods. The dictionary contains 60,000 words in which the 2,000 most 
frequently used words are associated with word frequencies and word classes [27:. 
5.5.1 Accuracy 
Tests have been performed with articles retrieved over the Internet from the 
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newspaper Ming Pao in Hong Kong. Eleven pieces of articles, which are main news, 
with a total of 6,518 characters are segmented. A total of 110 ambiguities are found. 
Among the 110 ambiguities, 68 of them can be solved correctly by both methods, and 5 
of them cannot be solved correctly by both methods. Among the remaining 37 
ambiguities, 24 of them can only be solved by the BOC, while 13 of them can only be 
solved by the Maximum Match. Therefore, among the 110 ambiguities, the BOC can 
solve 92 of them, while the Maximum Match can only solve 81 of them. Thus, the 
BOC can solve more ambiguities than the Maximum Match by 10%. Some examples 
from the articles are as follows: 
1 . 可 爲 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 (by Block-of-Combinations BOC, correct) 
(It can bring more convenience to the passengers) 
可 爲 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 (by Maximum Match MM, incorrect) 
2 . 港 府 上 述 提 議 仍 然 有 效 （by BOC, reasonable) 
(The suggestion, which is proposed by the Hong Kong Government, mentioned 
above is still valid) 
港 産 上 述 提 議 仍 然 有 效 （by MM, incorrect) 
where 港府 is an unknown word to the system which means "Hong Kong 
Government". Note how an unknown word affects the segmentation result. 
3 . 美 聯 物 業 主 廑 黃 建 業 表 示 （byBOC,reasonable) 
(Mr. Wong, the chairperson ofMidland Realty, said) 
美 聯 物 業 主 席 黃 建 業 表 示 （by MM, incorrect) 
where 美聯物業(Midland Realty) is a company name and 黃建業（the full 
name of Mr. Wong) is a person name. Both of them are unknown words in the 
system. 
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4. However, some ambiguities cannot be solved correctly by BOC: 
以 便 七 月 一 H M (by BOC, incorrect) 
以 便 七 月 i 後 （byMM,correct) 
(in order to ... after the first of July) 
The incorrect resolution of ambiguities is because the character ~ ‘ often appears as 
a single-character word. 
5.5.2 Speed 
As a segmentation process of an on-line spelling checker, speed is important. The 
computing time of the tests is recorded. In the test, the program is run on a Ultra Sparc 
computer with 64M RAM. The operating system is UNIX. The BOC approach is 
compared with the Maximum Match (MM) method. Each set of data is tested twice. 
The results are shown in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 Speed of the MM and the BOC segmentation methods 
Case Number of MM Method BOC Method 
characters Time (sec) Time (sec) 
Test 1 Test 2 mean ~~ Test 1 Test 2 mean 
~ ~ i ^ 0.116 0.117 0.1165 0.149 0.152 0.1505 
2 806 0.150 0.150 0.1500 0.209 0.210 0.2095 
3 293 0.057 0.057 0.0570 0.076 0.076 0.0760 
4 250 0.049 0.048 0.0485 0.076 0.076 0.0760 
5 740 0.142 0.144 0.1430 0.196 0.196 0.1960 
6 1,299 0.256 0.256 0.2560 0.355 0.357 0.3560 
7 505 0.093 0.094 0.0935 0.119 0.122 0.1205 
8 486 0.095 0.093 0.0940 0.132 0.157 0.1445 
9 569 0.105 0.106 0.1055 0.132 0.132 0.1320 
10 593 0.111 0.159 0.1350 0.141 0.142 0.1415 
1 1 367 0.068 0.071 0.0695 0.092 0.096 0.0940 
Total 6,518| 1.27|| T7^ 
From the result, it is observed that although the BOC is slower than the Maximum 
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Match, both methods can provide prompt response for on-line spell checking. 
5.5.3 Discussion 
The Maximum Match [14] method is a well-known, simple and efficient method. 
The speed of the BOC method is more or less the same as the Maximum Match because 
the BOC only generates combinations when there are ambiguities. Among the 6,518 
characters, there are only 110 ambiguities. Thus, most of the time the BOC segments 
word by matching character sequences to dictionary, which is very similar to that 
performed by the Maximum Match method. 
From the test, it is found that the BOC can solve more ambiguities than the 
Maximum Match method. However, for some simple cases, the BOC cannot obtain 
the correct solution. For example, the phrase 一個人 is always segmented as 一/個人 
(one/oneself) instead of the correct solution 一/個/人(one/a unit/person). Since 一/個 
belongs to a very common pattem of numeral+classifier in Chinese grammar, it should 
be able to improve the BOC by incorporating grammar rules in it. 
Although the BOC can solve a number of ambiguities, it is still not sufficient for 
spell checking because unknown words are not dealt with. In order to deal with 
unknown words, both the segmentation strategy and the scoring function have to be 
improved. 
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5.6 Experiments on Error Detection for the BOC 
In spell checking, it is not a trivial task to detect errors even after segmentation. 
Since incorrect characters such as mistyped characters often cannot form multi-character 
words with their adjacent characters [11], the incorrect characters may be segmented as 
single-character words. This is the case for the BOC. Intuitively, single-character 
words may be considered as suspected errors. Table 2.2 shows, however, that 
monosyllabic words has the highest usage. In fact, a number of single-character words 
are used quite frequently. For example, the single-character words 的，——,在,and 我 
appear very frequently. Also, some characters may appear as single-character words 
only in certain situations[31], such as the character 攝(take photos) in the phrase 本幸艮 
言己者攝.Thus, single-character words may not be errors. So experiments are carried 
out in order to study error detection. The experiments are based on the segmentation 
results of the BOC. In the experiment, two methods are used. 
1. Frequency Method 
All single characters are considered as errors, except a number of most frequently used 
single-character words such as 的(of), 一 (one),是（is),不(not),有(have),在 
( in) ,我 ( I ) ,個 (a unit). The number of the most frequently used single-character 
words, which is denoted by N m f u , is adjusted. 
2. Grammatical Method 
Grammar rules are used to recognize patterns. For example, it is well known that 一 
ffl, 一隻 are formed by a numeral and a classifier. Thus, when two consecutive 
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words match this pattern, they are not treated as suspected errors. In the experiment, 
the following grammar rules [31] are chosen to recognize the pattems: 
1. ^^^16�&1(數詞）+ 0383丨丘61(量詞） e.g.三隻 
Numeral (McM) + Noun ( ^ M ) e.g. 一杯 
2. Pronoun (代名言司)+ Numeral (數言司)+ Classifier (量言司) e.g.這一個 
Pronoun (代名詞)+ Numeral (數詞） e.g.這一 
Pronoun (代名詞)+ Classifier (量詞） e.g.這個 
3. Preposition(介詞）+ Noun(名詞） e.g.在香港 
Preposition (介詞）+ Pronoun (代名詞） 
Preposition (介詞)+ Noun (名詞)+ Verb (動詞） e.g.從南方來 
Preposition (介詞）+ Noun (名詞）+ Adjective (形容詞） e . g .在我們偉大的 
祖國...... 
Verb (動詞)+ Preposition (介詞)+ Noun (名詞） e.g.奔向前方 
Adjective (形容詞）+ Preposition (介詞）+ Noun (名詞） e . g .發源於中國 
4. T h e 'de'(的)phrase: 
Nouny^Pronoun (名/代名詞)+ 'de'(的)+ Noun/Pronoun (名/代名詞） 
e.g.黃河的光 
5. Noun (名詞)+ Noun (名詞） e.g.都市文學 
Adjective (形容詞)+ Noun (名詞） e.g.普遍真理 
Verb (動詞）+ Noun (名詞） e.g.工作人員 
6. Adjective(形容詞)+ Noml(名詞） e.g. —座長橋 
Adjective (形容詞)+ ‘de’（的)+ Noun (名詞） e.g.溫和的太陽 
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7. Adverb (副詞)+ Verb (動詞） e.g.工人趕造很長的鐵橋 
Adverb (副詞)+ Adjective (形容詞） e.g.很長 
Adverb (副詞)+ Adverb (副詞） e.g.太陽還不出來 
Adverb (副詞)+ 'de'(的)+ Verb (動詞） 
Adverb (副詞)+ (地)+ Verb (動詞） e.g.活潑地 
8 .(是）+ ?比卩03衍0打（介詞） e.g.是在...... 
(是）+ Conjunction (連詞） e.g.是因爲 
9. For the Auxiliary (助詞)，since they often appear, they are not considered as 
suspected errors. 
Besides Grammar rules, two grammar usage pattern is also considered: 
1. Noun>^ronoun (名/代名詞)+ Verb (動詞） e.g.工人造橋 
2. NomlyTronoun(名/代名詞）+ Preposition(介詞） e.g.我被他 
In order to detect errors, the single characters are checked to see if they can match 
with any of the rules or patterns. If a rule is matched, such single characters are not 
considered as errors. 
5.6.1 Experimental Results of the Error Detection for the BOC 
The first part of the test is to evaluate the number of false alarms. A false alarm 
happens when a correct single-character word is considered as an error. The 
percentage of false alarm (PpA) is defined as: 
number of false alarms 
PFA = 
total number of characters 
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In the experiment, the texts segmented by the BOC method in Chapter 5.5 are examined 
by both the Frequency Method and the Grammatical Method. The false alarms are 
then recorded manually. There are 6,518 characters in the texts. The result is shown 
in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 False alarms of the error detection for the BOC 
Method Frequency Method Nn^u=100 Nmfu = 200 Grammatical 
wMiNmfu = 50 Method 
= F a l s e alarm 1745 = 1488 1182 1274 " " 
“ Percentage 26.77% “ 22.83% 18.13% — 19.55% 
It is found that the number of false alarms induced by Grammatical method is more 
than that of the Frequency method with Nmfu= 200. Also, it is observed that the kinds 
of false alarms are different; the character 我 may be treated as errors in some cases in 
the Grammatical method, but it is never treated as an error in the Frequency method. 
Both of these methods have a significant percentage of false alarms. 
The ability of the two approaches in recognizing errors is then tested. In the test, 
random errors are generated automatically in the texts. The probability that there is an 
extra character or a missing character in a sentence is arbitrarily set to 0.1. The 
probability of replacement error (i.e. misuse of character) for each character is 0.04. 
Upon each replacement error generated, the replacing character is randomly chosen 
among 13,051 different traditional Chinese characters. The result of the test using two 
pieces of articles is shown in Table 5.3: 
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Table 5.3 Result 1 of error detection for the BOC 
Frequency Method Grammatical Method 
(Nmfu = 200)  
Recognize 32 34 
Not Recognize 3 1 
一 Total 35 — 35 
It is found that most of the errors can be recognized in the test. However, the test 
cannot reflect the real situation in daily life because most of the errors generated rarely 
appear. For example, the characters 番，攄，單|5，猪，||,璐，m are generated to 
replace the original text characters. In daily life, these characters are seldom used, and 
they seldom appear as erroneous characters. 
In order to perform a more realistic test, the replacing characters are chosen from 
the most frequently used 634 single-character words. With this adjustment, the test 
result is shown in Table 5.4. 
Table 5.4 Result 2 of error detection for the BOC 
Frequency Method (N^f„ = 200) Grammatical Method 
Recognize 284 (i.e. 78.24%) “ 226 (i.e. 62.26%) 
Not Recognize 79 (i.e. 21.76%) — 137 (i.e. 37.74%) 
Total 363 — 363 
From the result, it is observed that the Frequency method with Nmfu = 200 is better 
than the Grammatical method in recognizing errors. Also, from the experiment, it is 
observed that the errors detected by the two methods may be different. For example, if 
an error is a frequently used single-character word, the Grammatical method can detect 
it while the Frequency method cannot. 
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Since the Frequency method (Nmfu = 200) causes less false alarms and is able to 
recognize more errors, it is better than the Grammatical method. The reason that the 
Grammatical method does not perform well is due to the incorrect choice of grammar 
patterns. For example, the pattem (Noun + Noun) is too loose. Recall from Table 2.3 
that most of the words are nouns. In fact, a large number of single-character words are 
nouns. Therefore, a number of errors, which are single characters, may match the 
grammar rule so that they cannot be detected. Also, in the experiment, only the 2,000 
most frequently used words are grammatically tagged. The number of tagged words is 
too small that most of the words cannot match with the grammar rules. Thus, it is 
desired to increase the number of grammatically tagged words. On the contrary, the 
Frequency method serves as a simple and efficient strategy for error detection. 
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Chapter 6 
The Genetic Algorithm Segmentation Method 
The BOC method proposed in Chapter 5 is able to solve ambiguities and prevent 
the problem of combinatory explosion. However, it does not deal with unknown 
words. In this chapter, Genetic Algorithm is applied to perform segmentation in which 
unknown words are also considered. The algorithm proposed is called the Genetic 
Algorithm Segmentation (GAS) method. 
Instead of considering a portion of a long phrase at a time, the GAS method 
evaluates the whole phrase in each generation. In order to limit the number of possible 
segmentation solutions to be considered, the GAS method selects a number of possible 
segmentation solutions for consideration through genetic operations such as crossover. 
6.1 Basic Concepts of Genetic Algorithm 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) was introduced by Holland[10]. It is a general search 
technique that imitates the evolution processes of nature[12'. 
In nature, higher plants and animals possess genes. Genes are trait-determining 
factors which control the development of one or more qualities. Genes are inherited 
from parents. In living cells, there are chromosomes. Chromosomes are thread-like 
and they contain genes. There are 23 pairs of chromosomes in human beings. 
Chromosomes are usually paired, with each parent contributing one chromosome to 
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each pair. For each gene in a chromosome, there is a counterpart in the paired 
chromosome. 
In preparation for mating, each pair of chromosomes are brought together and 
duplicated. Each pair of the duplicated chromosomes twist together and exchange 
portions of them. This is called Crossover, which is shown in Figure 6.1. The 
chromosomes newly formed by crossover are in general different from the original pair 
of chromosomes (from parents), but preserve portions of each of them. Thus, some of 
the characteristics are also preserved. That is why children often look like their 
parents. Y Y • V V 
W^ j E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S r W W 
/ \ / \ C r � s s � v e r 八 八 
A pair of duplicated A pair of newly 
chromosomes formed chromosomes 
Figure 6.1 Crossover 
Occasionally, the chromosome-copying process goes astray, and new genes which 
were never seen before are produced. This is called Mutation. In nature, natural 
selection is mainly enabled by crossover and mutation. Through crossover, new 
combinations of existing genes are formed. By mutation, new genes are created. 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a general search technique that imitates the evolution 
process in nature [12]. Each search point in the search space is modeled by a 
Chromosome, which is usually represented by a binary string, while a Gene is an 
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attribute in the chromosome. A set of search points is called a Population and each 
iteration of the algorithm is called a Generation. Each chromosome in a population is 
associated with a Fitness value, which is usually a score. A population is evolved to 
another population through the genetic operations such as Crossover and Mutation on 
the chromosomes in each generation. Crossover is similar to reproduction in nature 
and is sometimes patterned after the Darwinian principle of reproduction and survival of 
the fittest. Mutation changes the content of chromosomes in a stochastic fashion. 
Unlike most searching methods that treat local maxima (local optimal solutions) as 
traps, GA perform parallel searches with a large number of random starting positions, so 
that all (most of) the local maxima are found. One of these local maxima is the global 
optimal solution. Thus, population variance which is called Diversity is very 
important in GA. Consider Figure 6.2，which is adopted from the paper Crowding and 
Preselection revisited [16], 
n(x) 
� : r r T ~ m i 
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X Figure 6.2 Diveristy cannot be maintained 
Figure 6.2 shows a curve representing a function. Assume the optimal solutions are 
the peaks of the curve. There are five peaks and thus, there are five local optima. 
The small crosses in the graph are the solutions of a search. From this example, it can 
be observed that only two of the five optima are obtained. This is an example in which 
Diversity cannot be maintained. If diversity can be maintained, there will be solutions 
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in each of the optima. It is important to maintain diversity in GA because stochastic 
errors will cause the solutions to converge to one optima. This is called Genetic 
Drift[16] and all the solutions may converge to a non-global local optima. Thus, the 
global solution cannot be achieved if diversity is not maintained. Note that diversity is 
to be "maintained" since diversity is created when a large number of random starting 
positions are initialized in the search space. 
Besides diversity, another important issue is Convergency. Convergency means 
that there is a selection pressure that makes the population improve through evolution 
and finally reach the optima (both local and global). Intuitively, convergency must be 
attained since the target of applying GA is to find optimal solutions. 
There are many variations for GA. Basically, genes and chromosomes are first 
modeled according to the problem domain. A population of chromosomes is randomly 
initialized so that there is diversity. Genetic operations such as crossover and mutation 
are preformed to produce new chromosomes. The population evolves by replacing 
some chromosomes with some newly produced ones. The Replacements are according 
to fitness and similarity. It is natural that fitter or better chromosomes replacing less 
good ones can improve the quality of the whole population. Similarity also has to be 
considered because replacing a chromosome by another non-similar chromosome leads 
to genetic drift, and hence corrupting diversity. There is an analogy in nature: 
“Similar individuals, often of the same species, compete against each other for limited 
resources. On the other hand, dissimilar individuals tend to occupy different niches, so 
they typically do not compete[16]." Similarity is defined according to the problem 
domain, and is different for different problems. Similarly, fitness is also a parameter 
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which is dependent on how the problem is modelled. GA is a kind of search 
technique. Therefore, there must be Termination Criteria so that the search stops and 
gives results. If the termination criteria have not been satisfied, the evolution 
continues. 
Genetic Algorithm can be viewed as a biased-random search strategy, which will 
improve the whole population through evolution. It is a potential search strategy for 
Chinese text segmentation which considers unknown words. The GA model for 
segmentation is presented in Chapter 6.2. 
6.2 Genetic Algorithm Model 
Since GA is a general search technique that imitates the evolution process of 
nature[12], it is applied to search the best segmentation solution among all the 
possibilities, including those containing unknown words. The idea of applying GA to 
fmd the best segmentation solution can be illustrated through the following example: 
Assume that the phrase 今曰香港天氣預測』is to be segmented and the correct 
result should be 今曰/ 香港/ 天氣/ 預彻丄 In order to fmd the best segmentation 
solution, a number of possible solutions are first randomly generated: 
S o l u t i o n A :今日香港天氣預測 
S o l u t i o n B : 今日香港天氣預測 
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S o l u t i o n C : 今 日 香 港 天 氣 預 測 
Solution D : 今 日 香 港 天 氣 預 測 
For solution A, the first four characters are correctly segmented but the last four 
characters are not. Now, a new possible segmentation solution E is to be generated in 
the next iteration based on solution A. It would be good if the correct segments of 
solution A can be inherited by solution E. For the best case, if solution E inherits the 
first two segments of solution A and the last two segments of solution B，solution E will 
become the correct segmentation solution: 
SolutionE(best c a s e ) : 今日香港天氣預測 
This is an analog to the crossover of chromosomes in nature. That is, chromosome A 
(father) crossover with chromosome B (mother) to generate a new chromosome E (a 
child). This leads to the use of Genetic Algorithm for performing segmentation. 
However, for the worst case, if solution E inherits the segments of the first four 
characters of solution B and those of the last four characters of solution A, it will be 
completely wrong: 
SolutionE(worstcase):$ 日 香 港 天 氣 預 測 
Therefore, there must be a way to distinguish good solutions from bad ones. This is 
achieved through a scoring function, which is called the fitness function. A score or 
fitness value is assigned to each possible solution: 
fitness value 
Solution A: 今 日 香 港 天 氣 預 測 0.7 
SolutionB: 今 日 香 港 天 氣 預 測 0.7 
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Solution E: 今 日 香 港 天 氣 預 測 1.0 
(best case) 
or Solution E: 今 日 香 港 天 氣 預 測 0.0 
(worst case) 
If the fitness value of solution E is higher than that of solution A or B, solution E 
will be further used to generate other possible segmentation solutions. Otherwise, it 
will be eliminated. 
The Genetic Algorithm Segmentation (GAS) method proposed is based on 
deterministic crowding [16], which is a variation of genetic algorithm. It is proven to 
have the ability to attain convergency and maintain diversity. With deterministic 
crowding, the problem of combinatory explosion can be avoided. 
6.2.1 Chromosome Representation 
Each possible segmentation solution is represented by one chromosome, which is a 
binary string. An example is shown in Figure 6.3. One binary digit (gene) is used to 
represent the nature of each character. A digit “1” indicates that the corresponding 
character is the last character of a word while “0” indicates that it is not. The length of 
the chromosome thus depends on the length of the input sentence. 
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Figure 6.3 Chromosome representation of a phrase 
For example, in the chromosome in Figure 6.3, the first 01 sequence indicates that 
the character 道 is the last character of a word while the character 知 is not. Thus, 
知道 is a word according to the above chromosome. For each chromosome, a score is 
assigned and it represents the fitness of the chromosome. The score is calculated by 
the fitness function, which will be discussed in Chapter 6.2.3. 
6.2.2 The Flow ofthe GAS 
The flow of the GAS is shown in Figure 6.4. 
.^^ rminatiohv^^^ 
Input • Initial Population——~• Crossover • Replacement —~K；^ Criteria 〉 Yes——• Output ^ ^xsatisfied?/^ 
No 
Mutation ^  
Figure 6.4 Flow of the GAS 
Random mating method (panmictic method) is applied in the evolution process. 
A population of chromosomes is first randomly initialized so that there is diversity. In 
the initial state, 100 chromosomes with randomly assigned gene values are generated. 
Then in each generation, the chromosomes of the whole population are paired-up 
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randomly to perform crossover. Each pair of chromosomes is called parents, and each 
of the two outputs after crossover is called child. After a pair of chromosomes 
undergoes crossover, one parent compares with one child. Thus, there are two parent-
child pairs, and which parent compare with which child is considered by phenotypic 
similarity. That is, similarity is considered in terms of the functions or characteristics 
of the gene pattem instead of individual gene values. Replacement occurs when a 
child is fitter than the parent with whom it compares. Mutation is also carried out in 
each generation so as to increase the diversity. Since a global optimal obtained may be 
temporarily lost after mutation, the chromosome with the highest fitness value among 
all the generations is recorded. Termination criteria are designed to stop the evolution 
process when it is believed to be converged. The details are discussed in the following 
sections. 
6.2.2.1 Crossover 
In text segmentation, if a segmentation solution (chromosome) possesses high 
score, it is likely that some portions of the solution are correct. Based on this good 
solution, a new segmentation solution is to be found. If the correct portions of the 
good solution can be inherited by the new solution, it is probably that the new solution 
will be better. This is the reason why crossover is performed. 
In order to inherit some good features from the parent, the 2-point crossover 
method is used. Two points are randomly picked at the chromosome as the cutting 
points. Li each crossover process, two children are produced. As shown in Figure 
6.5, the first child is reproduced by taking the “first’，and "last" section from the first 
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parent, and fills up the "middle" section from the second parent and vice versa to the 
second child. This kind of crossover can preserve parts of the sequence of elements of 
each parent, and so the offspring can inherit features from the parents. 
i i p o w i ii\nro\oi 
i i I ^ 
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Parents Children 
Figure 6.5 Two-point Crossover 
6.2.2.2 Replacement 
After new chromosomes are created in the crossover process, it is desired to 
replace some old chromosomes with some newly created, fitter ones so that the number 
of chromosomes is constant throughout all the generations. Otherwise, a large number 
of chromosomes will be accumulated in a number of generations. The replacement is 
i 
performed according to both similarity and fitness. 丨 
After two children are produced in the crossover process, a similarity measure is 
applied to decide which of the two children will be compared with which of the two 
parents. The phenotypic similarity between Parent Pi and Child Cj is denoted by 
sim(Pi,Cj). Recall that a chromosome represents a possible segmentation solution and 
each digit ‘1，，in the chromosome indicates the last character of a word segment. The 
phenotypic similarity between Pi and Cj is calculated by counting the number of binary 
digits in the common word segments ofPi and Cj. This is shown in Figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6.6 Phenotypic Similarity. 
For two parents Pl, P2 and two children Cl, C2, there are four parent-child relationships 
(Pl,Cl), (P1,C2), (P2,C1), (P2,C2), hence there are four corresponding phenotypic 
similarities. There are two combinations: 
(1) Pl compares with C2 and P2 compares with Cl 
(2) Pl compares with Cl and P2 compares with C2 
The total similarity Si of a combination is calculated by summing the individual 
similarities of the parent-child pairs of that specific combination. This is shown in 
Figure 6.7. 
p < — — - - . C l 
1 N s ^ 1 5'i = 5/m(P1, C2) + sim{V^, Ci) 
^ , Z S _ . 广 Si = sim{V,, Ci) + sim{V^, C y 
^2 ^2 
Figure 6.7 The parent-child relationships and the total similarity values. 
The values of the total similarities Si and S2 are compared. The combination with the 
higher value is chosen. A parent is replaced by a child if and only if the competing 
child has a higher fitness value. 
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6.2.2.3 Mutation 
Since the initial state of the chromosomes is generated randomly, some of the 
possible solutions may not be reached. In order to increase the diversity of the 
population in stochastic fashion, mutation is needed. Before the crossover process, 
mutation process is imposed on each chromosome. 
For each binary digit of the chromosome, a random number with value ranges from 
0 to 1 is generated. The random number is compared with a pre-defined mutation 
probability (0.04). If the random number is smaller than the mutation probability, it 
will trigger the inversion of the binary digit from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0. The mutation 
probability is tuned from experiments. 
6.2.2.4 Termination Criteria 
The algorithm terminates when it is believed to be converged. It is not easy to 
determine convergency in the segmentation process because it is dependent on the input 
sentence. For example, it is affected by the length of the sentence and the number of 
known words the sentence contained. The rate of convergency of two different 
sentences are different. 
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The termination criteria is designed as follows: 
1. Ifin 10 successive generations, the fittest chromosome survived in each generation 
is the same, then it is believed to be converged and the algorithm will terminate. 
Two individual chromosomes are considered to be the same if they have the same 
binary pattern. For example, chromosome A has the pattern “1010” andB also has 
the pattern "1010", then they are considered to be the same. 
2. A maximum number of generations is reached. 
In fact, criterion 1 may cause pre-mature termination. That is, a chromosome 
remains the best in 10 generations may not be the global optimal, although it may be a 
local optimal or maybe of the top 10% of the population according to the fitness 
function. On the other hand, it is believed that this criterion cannot detect convergency 
immediately after a global solution is obtained in some cases. For example, if a 
sentence is very long, say with 30 characters, the probability that it will not be mutated 
in 10 successive generations will be very low. Thus, criterion 2 is needed. From 丨 
experiment, it is found that these criteria are enough for most cases. 
6.2.3 Fitness Function 
The fitness function is a scoring function that assign a fitness value to each 
chromosome. Since each chromosome represents a possible segmentation solution, the 
fitness values indicate how good the possible segmentation solutions are. The scoring 
scheme is based on the single-character-word function U(f) of the BOC in Chapter 5.1. 
Grammar rules are also incorporated into the scoring function. Since grammar rules 
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are applied, it is desired to give credits to the predefined multi-character words. It is 
because the characters of which a multi-character word is composed may match a 
grammar rule. For example, for the word 香港(Hong Kong), its first character 香 
(perfume) is an adjective and its second character 港(harbour) is a noun. Thus, the 
common grammar rule (adjective + noun) may be unintentionally matched. Besides 
giving credits to the predefined multi-character words, penalties are imposed on the 
word segments which are not predefined in a dictionary because they may be arbitrary 
strings of characters. The dictionary in the GAS is the same as that in the BOC. It 
contains 60,000 words, in which the 2,000 most frequently used words are associated 
with word frequencies and word classes [27]. 
6.2.3.1 Single-character-word Function 
In the GAS, the single-character-word function U of the BOC segmentation 
algorithm is used: 
' l i f f > fsAT 
^/(/) = ^ (/ - fcUT^|{j'sAT - fcUT^ if fcUT< f < fsAT 
0 i f f < fcUT 
where f is the occurrence frequency of the character as a single-character word. 
fcuT is the threshold frequency below which the characters seldom appear as 
single-character words. 
fsAT is the threshold frequency above which the characters often appear as single-
character words. 
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For a segmentation solution, the score contributed by the single-character-word function 
is defined as: 
(1) Wg 二 Z (1- U(fj)) where j is a single character appearing in the solution. 
Note that good segmentation solutions bear small Wg values. 
6.2.3.2 Known-word Function and Unknown-word Function 
Since possible segmentation solutions are represented by chromosomes and 
chromosomes are randomly generated in the first generation, some segments of a 
solution may correspond to the predefined words, while the others may not. A known 
word is defined as a predefined multi-character word. During scoring, credits are 
given to the known words according to the known-word function W^: 
(2) Wk = length of a known word 
On the other hand, segments which do not correspond to the predefined words may 
be meaningful words that are not pre-defined in the system, or may be arbitrary strings 
of characters. They are considered as unknown words and penalties in scoring are 
imposed on them according to the unknown-word function W^: 
(3) Wu = length of an unknown word 
6.2.3.3 Grammar Rules Scoring Function 
Recall that many individual Chinese characters are words and a Chinese word can 
belong to different word classes. Therefore, several successive characters in text may 
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match a number of different grammar rules in different ways. Normally, only one of 
the possible matches is correct, and in scoring it should be assigned the highest score. 
From Table 2.3, it is found that a large number of words are noun. If a sentence is 
randomly segmented, it is probably that segments consist of only one character may be 
regarded as nouns, and in tum they can match some noun-related grammar rules and 
gain scores. It is clear that these noun-related grammar rules are not very "reliable", 
since they can be matched by the arbitrary single-character segments. On the other 
hand, grammar rules such as numeral+classifier are more reliable because numerals are 
well defined. Thus, in terms of scoring, it is desired to assign different scores to 
different grammar rules according to how easily they can be matched by arbitrary 
single-character words. It is worth to note that the absolute values of the scores are not 
important and they can be chosen arbitrary. Instead, the relative values of the scores 
are more meaningful. 
The following grammar rules [24][31] are used for scoring in the fitness function. 
A score is assigned to each grammar mle to represent its weighting in sentence 
formation. When a grammar mle is matched, the corresponding score is assigned. 
The score of a segmentation solution contributed by the grammar is denoted by 
Grammar—Score. 
1. Numeral(數詞）+ Classifler(量詞） [1.0]e.g.三隻 
Numeral (數詞）+ Noun (名詞） [1.0] e.g. —杯 
2. Pronoun (代名詞）+ Numeral (數詞）+ Classifier (量詞） [1.0] e.g.這一個 
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Pronoun (代名詞）+ Numeral (數詞） [1.0] e.g.這一 
Pronoun (代名詞）+ Classifier (量詞） [1.0] e.g.這個 
3. Preposition(介詞）+ Noun(名詞） [0.7]e.g.在香港 
Preposition (介詞)+ Pronoun (代名詞） [0.7] 
Preposition (介詞)+ Noun (名詞)+ Verb (動詞） [0.7] e.g.從南方來 
Preposition (介詞）+ Noun (名詞）+ Adjective (形容詞） [0 .7]e .g .在我們偉大 
的祖國…… 
Verb (動詞）+ Preposition (介詞）+ Noun (名詞） [0.7] e.g.奔向前方 
Adjective (形容詞）+ Preposition (介詞）+ Noun (名詞）[0.7]e.g.發源於中國 
4. Adjective(形容詞）+ Noml(名詞） [0.9]e.g. —座長橋 
. 5 . Adverb (副詞）+ Verb (動詞） [0.9]e.g.工人趕造很長的鐵橋 
Adverb (副詞)+ Adjective (形容詞） [0.9] e.g.很長 
Adverb (副詞)+ Adverb (副詞） [0.9] e.g.太陽還不出來 
Thus, the best segmentation is the one with the highest score by using the following 
equation: 
Score = ^ Wk — ^ Wu - Ws + Grammar_Score . 
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6.3 Maximum Number of Combinations ofthe GAS 
For a phrase of a specific length, it is necessary to calculate the maximum number 
of word combinations that will be considered, so that the upper-bound of the time used 
for segmentation can be estimated. Recall that each word combination is represented 
by one chromosome. This is equivalent to calculating the maximum number of 
chromosomes. 
The maximum number of chromosomes 
= m a x i m u m number of generations x number of chromosomes considered 
in each generation. 
If both of these parameters are fixed, the maximum number of chromosomes will be a 
constant. 
6.4 Evaluation of the GAS 
The GAS method is evaluated in terms of its ability in solving ambiguities. A test 
is performed with the articles from the local newspaper Ming Pao (明幸艮 ) . E l e v e n 
pieces of articles with a total of 6,518 characters are considered. In this test, both the 
testing articles and the dictionaries are the same as those for evaluating the BOC method 
in Chapter 5.5. Thus, the GAS method can be compared with the BOC method and the 
Maximum Match [14] method. There are 96 sentences containing ambiguities. The 
total number of ambiguities is found to be 110 since a sentence may contain more than 
one ambiguity. In the test, 100 chromosomes are used and the maximum number of 
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generations is set to 2,000. A sample result is presented in Appendix A. The result is 
summarized as follows: 
Total number of ambi^ities: 110 
Total number solved by the GAS: 99 
Total number solved by the BOC: 92 
Total mrniber solved by the Maximum Match: 81 
From the result, it is found that the GAS method can solve more ambiguities than both 
the BOC and the Maximum Match methods. 
It is also observed that among the 96 sentences, 19 of them are terminated by the 2,000-
generation criterion. 
Length of the sentences terminated by the 2,000-generation 
criterion: 
參 shortest: 17 characters 
• longest: 32 characters 
• mean: 23.58 characters 
The time for segmentation varies for different sentences. It ranges from prompt 
response to 40 seconds. From the length of the sentences terminated by the 2,000-
generation criterion, it is found that the convergency of long sentences may not be 
detected by the flttest-in-10-generations criterion within the first 2,000 generations. It 
is because there is mutation. The longer the sentence, the higher the probability that at 
least one ofthe genes is mutated. Also, when there are a number of unknown words in 
- a sentence, the convergency cannot be detected by the criterion because several different 
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combinations ofwords have the same highest fitness. Thus, the maximum-number-of-
generation criterion is needed. 
Obviously, if the solution of a sentence converge in an early stage and the 
convergency can be detected, the time for segmentation is short. On the other hand, if 
the process is terminated by the 2,000-generation criterion, a longer time is needed. 
This explains why the time for segmenting different sentences varies. 
6.5 Discussion 
There are several advantages for applying Genetic Algorithm to the segmentation 
process of Chinese spell checking. First, once convergency is attained, the best 
solution can be obtained without exhaustively considering all the possibilities, hence 
combinatory explosion is avoided. Second, with diversity maintained, good solutions 
(according to the scoring function) other than the best one can also be obtained. This 
is useful for Chinese spell checking because when errors are present in a sentence, the 
best segmentation solution found may not be the correct one, but the correct result 
should be among the good solutions, provided that there is a good scoring function. 
Third, Genetic Algorithm provides a segmentation strategy (or a search strategy) in 
which unknown words are considered. The GAS method proposed makes use of this 
advantage to handle unknown words. However, despite solving ambiguities, the GAS 
is still not able to achieve good performance in the presence of unknown words because 
unknown words are not dealt with in the scoring function. 
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First, the single-character-word function is not designed to handle unknown words. 
Second, grammar rules cannot be applied to unknown words since they are not 
grammatically tagged. In order to achieve good performance, the scoring function 
must be further improved. 
Although the accuracy of the GAS is higher than that of the BOC, the GAS has a 
major problem. From the evaluation result, it is found that the convergency of long 
sentences may not be detected. If convergency cannot be detected, a comparatively 
long processing time is needed. Furthermore, if the evolution process of the GAS has 
not been converged, the results obtained may not be correct. 
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Chapter 7 
The Improved-BOC Algorithm for Handling 
Unknown Words and Errors 
The GAS method proposed in Chapter 6 provides a segmentation strategy for 
handling unknown words. However, unknown words are not taken into considerations 
in its scoring function. Thus, it is necessary to improve the scoring function. As 
mentioned in Chapter 6.4, the convergency of some long sentences cannot be detected 
by the GAS method. Consequently, a comparatively long time is needed for 
segmenting those sentences. This makes the GAS method less favourable for Chinese 
spell checking. On the other hand, for the BOC method proposed in Chapter 5, the 
time for segmenting a sentence is directly proportional to the length of the sentence. 
This is more suitable for Chinese spell checking. However, the BOC does not deal 
with unknown words. If the BOC can be improved to handle unknown words, and the 
segmentation time still increases linearly with the length of the sentence, it will be a 
better algorithm for Chinese spell checking. In this chapter, the segmentation strategy 
of the BOC and the scoring function of the GAS are combined and improved in order to 
deal with unknown words. This improved method is called the Improved-BOC 
algorithm. The objective of the Improved-BOC method is to improve the accuracy of 
segmentation and error detection by handling unknown words. 
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7.1 Segmentation Principle of the Improved-BOC Method 
Originally, the BOC method segments a long phrase through a number of 
iterations. In each iteration, a portion of the phrase is considered. When there are 
ambiguities, the BOC finds out all the predefined multi-character words which are 
totally or partially embedded in the portion of the phrase being considered, and use them 
to generate possible segmentation solutions (i.e. combinations of words). 
In the Improved-BOC, this approach is modified in order to deal with unknown 
words. Instead of generating combinations based on the predefined multi-character 
words when ambiguities are detected, the Improved-BOC unconditionally generates 
word combinations in each iteration. Also, all the possible combinations within the 
portion of the phrase being considered are generated. Similar to the BOC method, the 
Improved-BOC considers a phrase under a sliding window. Based on the characters 
within the sliding window, all the possible combinations of words are generated. 
The predefined multi-character words embedded in the phrase which are beginning 
with the characters inside the sliding window are then found. They are used to locate 
the Terminators, which are introduced in Chapter 5.2. Based on the scoring function 
and the Terminators, a score is calculated for each of the combinations generated. The 
best word combination in each iteration can be obtained. The result of each iteration is 
the first few words matching a grammar mle. For example, for the phrase 一個人在 
途上，if the best segmentation solution in an iteration is 一 / 個 / 人 / 在 / 途 上 ， 
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and the first three words match a grammar rule, then the result of the iteration is 一 / 
個 / 人 . 
There are four components in the scoring function of the Improved-BOC: 
Score = S w k - S w u - Ws + Grammar_Score 
As introduced in Chapter 6.2，Wk and Wu are the Known-word function and Unknown-
word function respectively. Ws is a scoring function based on the single-character-
word function U(f). Grammar_Score is the scores obtained by matching words with 
grammar rules. In order to calculate the score of a possible segmentation solution, Ws 
is calculated from the beginning of the sliding window to the nearest terminator behind 
the sliding window, as shown in Figure 7.1. The other three components are calculated 
from the beginning of the sliding window to the end of it only. 
上 述 提 議 仍 然 有 效 
个 I Terminator Ws 
< > 
EWk, IW^, Grammar_Score < > 
Figure 7.1 The Scoring of the Improved-BOC method. 
Based on this architecture, the scoring function can be improved to deal with 
unknown words. 
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7.2 Improvement of the Scoring Function 
The improvement of the scoring function is mainly focused on the grammar rules. 
There are two problems in using the Chinese grammar for segmentation and error 
detection. First, it is not easy to choose a proper set of grammar rules. Second, 
grammar rules in general cannot be applied to unknown words since they are not 
grammatically tagged. 
7.2.1 The Choice of Grammar Rules 
From the experiment of error detection presented in Chapter 5.6, it is found that 
grammar rules such as numeral+classifier are very useful. The rule numeral+classifier 
is generalized for the pairs of words from the two word classes. Almost all the 
classifiers can be paired with any numerals. Examples are 一個(one unit), 二隻 
(two units),三十件(thirty units). If a pair of word segments matches this grammar 
rule, it is very likely that they are correctly segmented and they are not text errors. 
However, some other grammar rules are not so generic, or even too loose. For 
example, for the rule adjective+noun, although many adjective-noun pairs, such as 壞 
、消息（bad+news),禾1』刀(sharp+knife),大貓（big+cat)，appear in daily life, a number 
of adjectives can only pair up with some specific nouns:禾[」刀(sharp+knife) is correct 
but 禾1』貓(sharp+cat) is wrong. fNote that in this thesis, the grammatical pattem of 
禾服勺刀(sharp knife) is considered as adjective+ ‘de‘ +noun instead of adjective+noun.) 
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If there is an error in a phrase, the incorrect character can be a single-character 
word which may match this grammar rule with an adjacent word. Consequently, errors 
cannot be detected. Therefore, it is necessary to choose a proper set of grammar rules 
for the segmentation and error detection processes. 
In order to obtain a proper set of grammar rules, a set of grammar rules are first 
adopted from previous research results[27][24][31 ][25][29] and observations. Some of 
the rules which are believed to be too loose are collected. Examples are noun+noun, 
adjective+noun, and verb+noun. An experiment is carried out to investigate the 
“loose” rules so as to determine whether they should be applied to segmentation and 
error detection, and to design how to properly use them. 
The experiment for investigating the rule of adjective+noun is carried out through 
the following steps: 
1. A corpus is constructed by collecting articles from newspapers and magazines 
through the Internet. It contains 1,014,355 characters. 
2. A computer program is written to automatically extract all the adjective-noun pairs 
embedded in the corpus. The focus of this experiment is on the adjective-noun 
pairs involving single-character words and so the other pairs are eliminated. From 
the result, it is found that a number of the adjective-noun pairs obtained do not 
match with the writer's original intentions. For example, an adjective-noun pair 
驚膽(afraid + gall bladder) is obtained because there is a word 心驚膽戰 in the 
corpus. 
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3. The set of adjective-noun pairs is refined manually. The final set of adjective-
noun pairs contains 2,444 different entries. Examples are, 
紅 旗 亮 光 勇 者 
活 人 遠 距 離 怒 海 
活 雞 勁 風 老 實 人 
Among the 2,444 entries, there are 361 different adjectives. 
4. For each adjective, the number of different entries is found. For example, there 
are adjective pairs 活人(alive+people) and 活奚隹（alive+hen). For the adjective 
、活(alive), there are 2 different entries. 
5. The number of different entries for the adjectives are arranged in descending order 
and is shown in Figure 7.2. The twenty adjectives having the greatest number of 
entries are shown in Table 7.1. 
300 n 
Number 
of entries 250 
200 __|__丨_画 
150 | | | H 
：；^¾¾.!'!:;¾;¾¾;¾ 100 ：；':;¾.;:¾>:!':;:;:;!.>¾>:;¾:;^  \^lliiliililiiiSili；^^  
50 圖_|_圖_^^^ 
*^^M^^ I Q fen______Bii_ti__limil'l_jiiiii>uuiiiuiii__!iiim H o cr\ oo 卜 \o vo 寸 CO cN H o a^ 00 cN cn vo c“^  CTs ~^I cn wn 卜 o> ~^1 cN 寸 T~I 1~I T~I 1~I 1~~I cN OJ cSl 
Adjectives 
Figure 7.2 The number of different entries for the adjectives 
in the adjective-noun pairs. 
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Table 7.1 The twenty adjectives forming the most adjective-noun pairs. 
Adjective~"number of Adjective number of Adjective number of Adjective number of 
entries entries entries entries 
— 大 277 舊 54 紅 35 原 31 — 
小 1 7 6 ~ 高 54 ~ ~ M ~ 34 多 _ 31 
新 ~ ~ 163 ~ ^ 53 “ 白 33 花 27 
老 一 84 全 47 “ 公 33 近 26 
——好 76 金 41 長 32 雙 25 
From Figure 7.2, it can be observed that a small number of adjectives can match 
the grammar rule adjective+noun with a large number of nouns. On the contrary, a 
large number of adjectives can only match the rule with one or a few nouns. 
Therefore, it would be too loose to apply the granunar rule to all the adjectives and 
nouns, especially in the presence ofunknown words and errors. 
In order to use the rule of adjective+noun more properly, it is proposed to: 
(1) Apply the rule adjective+noun to the twenty adjectives which form the most 
adjective-noun pairs. C^ote that the choice of 20 is rather arbitrary). 
(2) Match the other adjectives with the specific nouns instead of applying the rule. 
7.2.2 Phrase-Structure Style 
After the set of grammar rules is refined, they can be used for scoring. Basically, 
applying grammar rule is just pattem matching. For example, for the grammar rule 
A+B+C，if three consecutive words of a phrase belong to the word classes A, B, and C 
respectively, then the grammar rule is matched. However, it is found that the grammar 
rules obtained from books are sometimes over simplified. For example, there is a rule: 
numeral + classifier + noun 
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This rule can be matched by the phrase 二 把复. 
numeral/classifier/noun 
Obviously, it cannot be matched by another phrase 二 把妊邀. 
numeral/classifier/adj ective/noun 
However, the grammar rule numeral+classifier+adjective+noun in general cannot be 
found in the Chinese grammar books. The reason is that the pair of adjective and noun 
in the above phrase is implicitly considered as a noun (more precisely, a noun phrase) in 
the grammar books. 
In order to tackle this problem, the rules are changed to the style of the Phrase-
Structure grammars. pvTote that the arrows used for the grammar rules in this thesis are 
in opposite direction to those ofthe Phrase-structure grammar.) For example, 
nornii < adjective + noun 
n0un2 < numeral + classifier + noun! 
where nourii and noun: are noun phrases. 




一 把 好 劍 
numeral classifier adjective noun 
Figure 7.3 Example of Chinese grammar: A good sword 
This approach looks like the parsing of a phrase. Note that it is not parsing 
because only a portion of a long phrase is under consideration. It is just an attempt to 
improve the use of grammar rules. However, there is a problem in this approach: 
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different grammar rules can be applied to the same word sequence in different order and 
give different scores. Some of the possibilities are shown in Figure 7.4. 
Level 4 I ~ ~ ~ " ~ l Level 3 | I ~ ~ \ I Level 2 | | ~ ~ ~ J _ | ^ ~ ~ 1 Level 1 r n r n r n r n 
A B C D E A B C D E A B C D E 
Figure 7.4 Applying different grammar rules to the phrase ABCDE 
in different orders. 
Since there is a large number of grammar rules and they can be applied in many 
different orders, it is not practical to consider all the possibilities to find the one that 
gives the highest score. In fact, it is a trade-off between accuracy and time. From 
Figure 7.4, it is shown that the order of the grammar rules applied can be divided into 
levels. In order to reduce the number of rules considered, the maximum level that the 
grammar rules can be applied is set to 3. 
For further discussion, the part-of-speech of a word is defined as primitive, while 
that comes from a grammar rule, such as noun! and noun? in the above example, is 
defined as composite. For example, 
primitive noun : ^fJ (sword) 
composite noun : 一把好劍(a good sword). 
7.2.3 Computer Model of Grammar Rules for Handling Unknown Words 
Many grammar rules involve nouns. From Table 2.3, it is found that most of the 
Chinese words are nouns. This implies that they constitute a large number of unknown 
-words. On the contrary, the number of conjunction is small and can usually be all 
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defined in a dictionary. Obviously, if a word is an unknown word, it is not 
grammatically tagged, and therefore grammar rules cannot be applied. Consequently, 
the scores of different possible segmentation solutions will be affected by unknown 
words in different degrees. This leads to incorrect segmentation solutions. Also, the 
accuracy of error detection will be affected. 
In order to apply the grammar rules to handle unknown words, three structures are 
defined: FACT, RULE—PHRASE, and RULE_IS. 
(1) FACT 
FACT defined the word classes which are not predefined in the dictionary. For 
example, 
趨向動詞1 = {上，下，進，出，回，過，起，開，到} 
(directional verb) 
The word class 趨向動言司 i is defined as FACT by enumeration. 
(2) RULE—PHRASE 
RULE_PHRASE models the grammar rules. Any sequence of characters which is not 
grammatically tagged is considered as an unknown word. This includes the predefined 
words which are not grammatically tagged. When a grammar rule is applied to an 
unknown word, the unknown word is temporarily tagged with the required word class. 
For each of the word classes of which a grammar rule is composed, there is a certainty 
value associated with it. A number of certainty values are associated with each 
grammar rule so that when an unknown word is encountered, the grammar rule can still 
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be applied but with a penalty in scoring. For example, the rule i^g^(numeral)+Mfn 
(classifier)+^i^(noun) is modelled as: 
(R1) ^ i f l (nounl) < ftf^(numeral) + m|^(classifier) +^|^(noun) Base-scorc=1.0 
Certainty values 0.0 0.4 0.7 
The Base-score is the score that will be contributed to the segmentation solution 
when the grammar rule is completely matched. A Certainty value is a weight that will 
be multiplied to the Base-score when an unknown word is encountered. Each 
Certainty value is a real number between 0 and 1 inclusively. 
The Total-certainty of a grammar rule is defined as: 
n CTYj where j is the word class ofwhich the grammar rule is composed, j 
and 
1.0 when j is correctly matched 
Certainty value o f j when j is not matched and 
CTY' the word is either primitive or unknown 
0.0 when j is not matched and the word is composite 
Note that the certainty values in grammar rules are only meaningful to the 
unknown words and the words of primitive word classes such as noun, verb, and 
adjective. They are not meaningful to the composite word classes such as the noun-
phrase nomii (名詞1) defined by (R1). 
The score obtained by applying the grammar rule is therefore: 
Base-score x Total-certainty value 
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For example, when the phrase 一枰棋 (a board of chess) is matched with the 
grammar rule (R1) above, if the word 一 (one) is tagged as numeral and the word 棋 
(chess) is tagged as noun, but 枰(board) is an unknown word, the score obtained by 
applying this grammar rule is: 
R1 Score = Base-score x Total-certainty value 
= 1 . 0 X (1 .0x0.4x1.0) 
= 0 . 4 
After a grammar mle is matched, several adjacent words may form a phrase such as 
a noun-phrase. The newly formed phrase can be further applied to match other 
grammar rules. In order to eliminate the matching that are unlikely to be correct, a cut-
off value is predefined. If the total-certainty value of a grammar mle is smaller than 
the cut-off value, the grammar mle will not be applied. 
(3) RULE—IS 
RULE_IS is a collection of word classes. For example, noun phrases can be formed in 
different ways: 
(R1) 名詞1 — 數 詞 + 量 詞 + 名 詞 （RULE_PHRASE) 
nornii numeral classifier noun 
(R2) 名詞2 — 形 容 詞 + 「 的 」 + 名 詞 （RULE_PHRASE) 
noun 2 adjective 'de' noun 
If it is found that both R1 and R2 can be applied to the grammar rule R3: 
(R3) 介詞1 一 介 詞 + 名 詞 八 （RULE—PHRASE) 
preposition! proposition norniA 
then,名詞 A (nounA) can be defined as a collection of 名詞 ^ (nouni) and 名詞2(打00112), 
which is denoted as: 
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名言司 A = {名言司：1, 2} where 1 and 2 are subscripts of the word class 
名詞（noun) . 
The set of grammar rules is present in Appendix B. The format of the rules is 
based on FACT, RULE—PHRASE, and RULE_IS. Abbreviations are used in the rules. 
For example,名 means 名詞 ( n o u n ) , which is a primitive word class. Composite 
word classes are subscripted by a symbol other than 0. 
7.3 Evaluation of Segmentation 
A test is carried out to evaluate the accuracy and speed of the Improved-BOC 
method in segmentation. In the test, the dictionary used contains 60,000 words, in 
which 15,627 are associated with word classes and word frequencies [27:. 
Furthermore there is an idiom-dictionary which contains 2,910 idioms [30]. Eleven 
pieces of articles are obtained from the Hong Kong newspaper Ming Pao (明幸艮）through 
Internet. There is a total of 6,721 characters. The articles are first manually 
segmented as control. The total number of segmented words is 3,885. The original 
articles are then segmented by both the Improved-BOC method and the Maximum 
Match (MM) [14] method. The segmented texts are compared with the control. 
Before comparing the two methods, some statistics of the articles are obtained. 
Among the 3,885 words segmented manually, 3,296 of them are predefined in the 
dictionary. If the raw articles, which are unsegmented, are checked against the 
dictionaries, it is found that 8,464 words are embedded in it. The detail is shown in 
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Table 7.2. 
Table 7.2 Statistics ofthe text articles used for the test ofthe Improved-BOC method. 
Total number of characters 6,721 
~ T o t a l number ofwords 3,885 Multi-char(BM) — 2,319 
Segmented manually (B) Single-char 1,566 
Number ofpredefined 3,296 Multi-char (C^) 1,738 
words (C) Single-char 1,558 
Number ofwords 8,464 Multi-char (八厘） 2,289 
Embedded in unsegmented Single-char 6,175 
text (A)  
According to Table 7.2, 
(1) Percentage ofknown word is defined as: C / B. 
(2) Percentage of noise is defined as: (A-C) / B 
Therefore, the percentage ofknown word = 84.84%. 
the percentage of noise 二 133.02%. 
From the statistics, it is observed that there is about 15% of unknown words and 
over 100% noise. There is a large number of noises because many Chinese characters 
are single-character words and are defined in the dictionaries. These single-character 
words are embedded in the text and so they are considered as noises. In order to have 
a clearer picture of the statistics, the percentage of known words and noises are 
calculated in terms of multi-character words. 
Percentage of multi-character known word = C^fBy^ = 74.95%. 
Percentage of multi-character noise = (Ay^-Cy^)fBy^=23.76Vo. 
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There are 25.05% unknown words and 13.16% noises. The percentage of noise is 
still high, but it does not mean that there are a lot of ambiguities. In fact, most o f the 
noises are due to unknown words. Consider the following example:我是大律師(I 
am a Barrister) should be segmented as: 
我 是 大 律 師 insteadof 我 是 大 律 師 
because 大律師(Barrister) is a term, which is different from the word f$® (Solicitor). 
However, the dictionaries do not contain the word 大律師(Barrister) but have the 
word 律師(Solicitor). This introduces noise. 
From the result of the Improved-BOC method, it is found that 3,259 words are 
matched with the control. The segmentation accuracy is therefore 83.89%. For 
Maximum Match, 3,028 words are matched and the accuracy is 77.94%. Thus, the 
Improved-BOC approach can improve the segmentation result by 5.95% with the 
presence of 25.05% multi-character unknown words and 23.76% noise. 
7.4 Error Detection 
In the Improved-BOC, error detection is mainly based on segmentation. The 
following heuristic is used for detecting errors: 
(1) Ifthe word segment matches a predefined multi-character word, it is correct. 
(2) If the word segment matches a single-character word, and if its word frequency is: 
(i) higher than a threshold Tp^ eq 
It is considered as correct. That is, a small number of very frequently used 
single-character words are always considered to be correct. 
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(ii) smaller than a threshold 丁丑贈柳 
A set of very well defined grammar rules {G^} is selected among all the 
predefined grammar rules. Examples are 
Numeral + Classifier 
被(being) + Verb 
If the word matches a very well defined grammar rule with its adjacent 
characters, it is correct. Otherwise, it is considered as a text error, 
(iii) between Tp,eq and 1^加,柳 
If the word matches any grammar rule with its adjacent characters, it is correct. 
This is illustrated in Figure 7.5. 
(3) Otherwise, it is a text error. 
Furthermore, for heuristic (2), since a certainty value is associated with each word 
class of a grammar rule, an incorrect character may be treated as an unknown word and 
match a grammar rule with its adjacent characters. Thus, if the word segment does not 
completely match with the corresponding word class in the grammar rule, it is 
considered as a text error. 
word frequency • Correct 
X  Freq 




上 Error-Freq  If matches any grammar rule of {G^^}, 
then correct. Otherwise, error • 
single-character word 
Figure 7.5 Error Detection ofthe Improved-BOC algorithm: 
single-character words 
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7.4.1 Evaluation of Error Detection 
A test is performed to evaluate the accuracy of the error detection performed by the 
Improved-BOC. In the test, random errors are injected to the 11 pieces of articles 
which are mentioned in Chapter 7.3, in which segmentation is evaluated. The 
probability that there is a replacement error is denoted by P^. In the test, three cases 
are studied: TestA (?£=0.01), TestB {^^=0.04), TestC (PE=0.08). For example, in 
TestC, on average there are 8 errors for every 100 characters. For every replacement 
error generated, the replacing character is randomly chosen among the 634 most 
frequently used single-character words. For each of the three cases TestA, TestB, 
TestC, the error detection process is performed 3 times with different injected errors. 
Thus, there are 9 sets of randomly generated erroneous text. 
Obviously, when a character of a word is replaced by an incorrect character, the 
word becomes an erroneous word. Therefore, instead of counting the number of 
erroneous characters generated, the number of errors should be counted in terms of 
words. Furthermore, an error should be considered as detected if any character of an 
erroneous word is identified as an error. For example, when a replacement error 深 is 
injected to the last character of the phrase 警員嚴禁借高禾[_]貸，the phrase becomes 警 
員嚴禁借高禾1_]淫.Then, since 高禾[_]貸(shark loan) is a word, the error is considered 
to be detected if any one of the three characters 高，禾[_],、深 is identified as an error. 
Similarly, a false alarm happens when a correct word segment is considered as an error. 
Since there are unknown words in texts, some of the false alarms may be due to 
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unknown words. This kind of false alarms is useful for spell checking because it 
reminds users to add new words to the system. Thus, it is desirable to differentiate 
between the alarms that are due to unknown words and the other false alarms. 
Therefore, the percentage of false alarm (PpA) is redefined as: 
number of false alarms (which are not due to unknown words) 
PFA = — 
total number ofwords 
For the test, the Maximum Match [14] segmentation method and the Frequency 
Method proposed in Chapter 5.6 are combined as a control. First, the texts are 
segmented by the Maximum Match. Then, the single characters segmented which do 
not belong to the 200 most frequently used single-character words (Nmfu = 200) are 
considered as errors. The Improved-BOC method is compared with the control. The 
result is shown in Table 7.3. Note that since the false alarms of the control must be 
single characters, successive false alarms are grouped together as one unit of false 
alarm. 
Table 7.3 Comparison ofthe number of errors detected by the Improved-BOC method 
and the control. 
I Number of erroneous Improved-BOC method Control: Maximum 
words Match(withN-=200) 
TestA (PE=0.01) 257 ^ 215 ^ ~ 2 1 0 “ = 
TestB (PE=0.Q4) 902 784 750 
TestC (PE-0.08) l^ J_A 1,600 1,514 
Total 3,033 “ 2,599 — 2,474 
% oferrors detected~ : 85.69 81.57 
Alarm related to , ' “ ‘ ！"~‘ 329.33 3 ^ 
unknown words  
Average number of 172.22 186.89 
False Alarms 
% offalse alarms — 4.43 4.81 
Therefore, the percentage of errors detected by the Improved-BOC is 85.69%, while the 
percentage of false alarm is 4.43%. On the other hand, the percentage of errors 
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detected by the control is 81.57%, with 4.81% false alarms. The Improved-BOC is 
better than the control by detecting 4.12% more errors, with 0.38% fewer false alarms. 
The Maximum Match method takes 1.40 seconds to segment 6,721 characters and 
a further 0.02 seconds for error detection, while the Improved-BOC method needs 
390.51 seconds and 15.43 seconds, respectively. The Improved-BOC method is 
slower because it has to apply a large number of grammar rules. 
7.5 Discussion 
From Chapter 7.3, it is found that in the presence of 25.05% unknown multi-
character words and 23.76% noises, the accuracy of the Improved-BOC method for 
segmentation is 83.89%, while that of the Maximum Match is 77.94%. The 
improvement by using the Improved-BOC is therefore 5.95%. From Chapter 7.4, it is 
found that for the Improved-BOC method, the percentage of errors detected is 85.69%, 
while the percentage of false alarm is 4.43%. On the other hand, for the control (i.e. 
Maximum Match + Frequency method), the percentage of errors detected is 81.57%, 
while the percentage of false alarm is 4.81%. Thus, the improvement by using the 
Improved-BOC is 4.12%. Although the improvements are significant with regards to 
the amount of unknown words and noises, the accuracy is still not high enough. It is 
mainly due to a large amount of unknown words. 
The objective of the Improved-BOC is to improve the accuracy of spell checking 
by handling unknown words. However, the amount of unknown words in the real 
situation is too large for the Improved-BOC to cope with. Furthermore, there is a 
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problem in using Chinese grammar to handle unknown words: the constituent characters 
of the unknown words are often single-character words. Those single-character words 
can often match with some grammar rules, hence affecting the results. 
Intuitively, if a more complete dictionary is used, the amount of unknown words 
can be reduced and the accuracy can be improved. However, recall that the dictionary 
used by the Improved-BOC is already containing the 90% most frequently used words 
identified by the Education Department of Hong Kong [27]，plus about 45,000 other 
words. It is not easy to determine how many predefined words are necessary for 
achieving high level of accuracy in Chinese spell checking. 
7.6 Comparison between the MM, BOC, GA, and Improved-BOC 
The segmentation and error detection processes of the four algorithms Maximum 
Match (MM) [14], Block-of-Combinations (BOC) segmentation method, Genetic 
Algorithm Segmenation (GAS) method, and the Improved-BOC algorithm are 
compared in terms of accuracy and speed. The texts mentioned in Chapter 7.3 and 
Chapter 7.4.1 are used for both segmentation and error detection. The dictionaries 
used by the four algorithms are the same as those mentioned in Chapter 7.3. The result 
is as follows: 
Accuracy 
Total number ofcharacters in the texts = 6,721. 
Total number ofwords in the manually segmented text = 3,885. 
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Segmentation 
Table 7.4 Comparison ofthe MM, BOC, GAS, and Improved-BOC (segmentation) 
MM BOC GAS Improved-BOC— 
Number ofcorrect 3,028 ~ “ 3 , 0 5 7 ~ ^ ~ “ 3 , 2 1 0 ~ 3,259 
segment  
% 77.94 78.69 82.63 83.89 
Error Detection 
The MM, BOC, and GAS segmentation algorithms are combined with the Frequency 
method and the Grammatical method for error detection, which is introduced in Chapter 
5.6. The result is shown in Table 7.5. 
Table 7.5 Comparison of the MM, BOC, GAS, and Improved-BOC (error detection) 
Number of errors MM (grammar) BOC (grammar) GAS (grammar) 
generated  
TestA (PE-0-01) ~ B v ^ — 152 1 5 2 “ ^ ~ m 
TestB (PE=0.04) 902 609 608 701 
TestC (PE-Q38j" 1,874 \ _ ^ U ^ 1,410 
Total 3,033 一 1,918 _ 1,914 2,299 
%oferrors detected , ‘ 63.24 63.11 75.80 
Alarmrelatedto 345.89 345.22 335.78 
unknown words  
Average number of 383.33 371.56 356.56 
False Alarms  
% offalse alarms 1 9.87 9.56 9.18 
MM (frequency) BOC (frequency) GAS (frequency) Improved-BOC~ 
TestA (PE=0-01) 210 210 ~ 215 “ ^ ^ ~ 215 “ 
TestB (PE=0"W" 750 751 767 784 
TestC (PE=Q-Q8) 1,514 l _ ^ 1,562 1,600 
Total 2,474 2,472 2,544 “ 2,599 
% oferrors detected 81.57 81.50 83.88 — 85.69 
Alarmrelated to ^ 352.78 326.78 329.33 
unknown words  
Average number of 186.89 169.33 145.33 172.22 
False Alarms  
% offalse alarms 4.81 4.36 一 3.74 4.43 
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Table 7.6 Evaluation of error detection of the Improved-BOC algorithm 
Number of errors Number of errors detected Number of false alarms 
generated  
TestA (PE=o.oi) u n ^ m 
~Y ‘ 85 72 170 
工 ^ 77 lJO  
TestA (PE=0.04) X ^B TJ3 PTO 
^ 308 271 184 
丁 :m ^ 1^  
TestA (PE=0.08) 1 ^ 5 ^ ^ 
~Y 624 547 174 
丁 ^ 4^ lJ6  
Speed 
Table 7.7 Comparison ofthe MM, BOC, GAS and Improved-BOC (time taken) 
MM (in second) BOC 
Segmentation ‘ 1.40 J ^  
Error Detection Grammar Frequency Grammar Frequency 
TestA(PE=0.01) 1 T^I riO 2M I j 5 
~ r 1.56 1.51 2.00 1.88 
T " 1.56 1.32 m 1.76 
TestB(PE=0.04) 1 1^9 ^ 2 1 ^ ^81 
~ Y 1.61 1.34 1.97 1.74 
丁 1.58 \_M l_M 1.77 
Test C (PE-Q.Q8) 1 L ^ L ^ L97 l M 
~ Y 1.66 1.35 1.95 1.71 
|T" 1.61 l_M 1 ^ 1.70 
Average 1.61 1.42 1.99 1.76 
GAS Improved-BOC — 
Segmentation — 2,624.25 — 390.51 
Error Detection Grammar Frequency  
TestA(PE=0.01) 1 2,538.51 2,542.63 395.41 
~T" 2,563.69 2,622.16 393.13 
了 2,601.43 2,554.30 394.80 
TestB(PE=0.04) 1 2,545.64 2,558.17 407.53 
~ Y 2,553.51 2,551.27 404.49 
丁 2,604.39 2,586.89 403.35 
Test C (PE=0.08) 1 2,653.53 2,490.58 423.50 
~y" 2,504.98 2,561.07 411.18 
["T" 2,556.48 2,617.66 420.03 
Average ~ | 2,569.13 2,564.97 405.94 
Note that the time for error detection also includes the time for segmentation. 
For the GAS, the average time for detecting errors from segmented text is: 
(1) Grammatical method: 0.39 seconds 
(2) Frequency method: 0.20 seconds 
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From Table 7.4, it is found that the BOC is slightly better than the MM in 
performing segmentation. The improvement is due to a higher resolution of 
ambiguities. Both the GAS and the Improved-BOC are better than the BOC. This 
shows that the incorporation of grammar rules to the single-character-word function 
U(f) does increase the accuracy of segmentation. Recall that the Improved-BOC is 
improved based on the BOC, the grammar rules improve the segmentation accuracy by 
(83.89%-78.69%) = 5.20%. 
For error detection, it is found from Table 7.5 that the Frequency method (with 
Nmfu=200) is better than the Grammatical method in all the three algorithms MM, BOC, 
and GAS. The Frequency method can detect more errors and give fewer false alarms. 
This shows that the set of grammar rules of the Grammatical method is not proper. 
After the set of grammar rules is refined and integrated with the Frequency method, the 
Improved-BOC algorithm can detect the largest number of errors, while keeping the 
amount of false alarms more or less the same as the other three algorithms which use the 
Frequency method. 
It is found from experiment that the number of false alarms does not increase with 
the number of errors generated. Instead, it is dependent on the text being processed 
and the algorithm applied. For a fixed piece of text and a fixed error detection 
algorithm, the number of false alarms is nearly constant provided that the amount of 
errors injected is reasonable. An example is show in Table 7.6. Among the four 
algorithms, the GAS produces the least amount of false alarms. As mentioned above, 
the BOC is more accurate than the MM in performing segmentation. It is interesting to 
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note from Table 7.5 that the more accurate segmentation results of the BOC contribute 
to fewer false alarms, rather than detecting more errors than the MM. 
Although the accuracy of the Improved-BOC method is the highest among the 
algorithms. It requires a lot more computing time than the BOC and the MM because 
a large number of grammar rules have to be considered. From Table 7.7, the 
Improved-BOC takes 390.51 seconds for segmenting 6,721 characters. On the 
contrary, both the BOC and the MM perform the segmentation within 2 seconds. The 
GAS method requires the largest amount of computation time because in each 
generation, it considers 100 chromosomes, hence compute the scoring function 100 
times. Furthermore, if convergency cannot be detected, the algorithm is terminated by 
the 2,000-generation criterion. Thus, the scoring function is calculated 2,000x100 = 
200,000 times for one sentence. 
For on-line spell checking, the Improved-BOC algorithm is prefered because it is 
more accurate and its speed is reasonable. However, for applications in which speed is 
more important than accuracy, the BOC is more suitable. It is very efficient and it 





Spelling Checkers are useful tools for word processing. As Chinese word 
processing becomes common nowadays, it is necessary to design a spelling checker for 
Chinese. For Chinese spell checking, segmentation and error detection are essential. 
In this thesis, different strategies are proposed to perform segmentation and error 
detection, with special regards to ambiguities, unknown words, and text errors. First of 
all, the architecture of the Chinese Spell Checking System (CSCS) is established. 
Based on this architecture, the Block-of-Combinations (BOC) segmentation algorithm is 
proposed for solving ambiguities. By considering a portion of a long phrase at a time, 
the BOC is able to restrict the maximum number of word combinations being 
considered so that the number of combinations increases linearly with the length of the 
sentence, hence avoiding combinatory explosion. Also, a scoring function called the 
single-character-word function is proposed based on word frequency. With the single-
character-word function, the BOC can solve 10% more ambiguities than the Maximum 
Match (MM) method. Experiments were carried out on error detection based on the 
output of the BOC. From the experiment, it is realized that in order to apply Chinese 
grammar to spell checking, the choice of grammar rules and the number of tagged 
words are important. 
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The Genetic Algorithm Segmentation (GAS) method is then proposed. In the 
GAS, Genetic Algorithm is applied as a search strategy to find the best segmentation 
solution among all the possibilities. By using Genetic Algorithm, combinatory 
explosion is prevented. Also, the GAS provides a segmentation strategy for dealing 
with unknown words. Furthermore, the GAS improves the scoring function of the 
BOC by incorporating grammar rules in it. Evaluation shows that the GAS can solve 
more ambiguities than the BOC method. However, the problem of the GAS is that the 
convergency of long phrases sometimes cannot be detected. Consequently, a 
comparatively long time is needed for segmenting those phrases. 
� The segmentation strategy of the BOC and the scoring function of the GAS are 
combined and improved to form the Improved-BOC algorithm. In the Improved-BOC, 
the error detection performed is mainly based on segmentation. The segmentation 
strategy of the original BOC is modified so that the Improved-BOC can handle 
unknown words. Several improvements on the use of grammar rules are proposed so 
that the scoring function of the Improved-BOC can take unknown words into 
consideration. First, it is found from experiments that it is not proper to apply the 
grammar rule "adjective+noun" to the whole word classes of adjective and noun. 
Instead, it is proposed to apply the rule to several adjectives only, while the other 
adjectives should be paired up with the specific nouns directly. However, due to time 
constraint, the experiment is only performed on the adjective-noun pairs. Second, 
unknown words are allowed to fit in any word classes so that grammar rules can be 
applied to them, but with a penalty in scoring. In the Improved-BOC, the Frequency 
method and the Grammatical method are combined to detect errors. From evaluation, 
it is found that in the presence of 25.05% unknown words and 23.76% noises, the 
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accuracies ofthe segmentation and error detection are 83.89% and 85.69%, respectively. 
Finally, the four algorithms MM, BOC, GA, and Improved-BOC are compared. 
It is found that both the BOC and the MM are very efficient. The former takes 1.79 
seconds to segment 6,721 characters, while the latter needs 1.40 seconds. The BOC is 
slightly more accurate than the MM in performing segmentation, and this leads to less 
false alarms in error detection. On the contrary, the Improved-BOC requires a much 
longer time to perform segmentation and error detection (390.51 seconds and 405.94 
seconds, respectively), but it provides the most accurate segmentation and error 
detection results among the four algorithms. Its speed is reasonable for on-line spell 
checking. Among the four algorithms, the GA produces the least amount of false 
alarms during error detection. However, its slow speed makes it not suitable for on-
line spell checking. 
Although the Improved-BOC method is better than the Maximum Match method 
(with Frequency method for error detection) by 5.95% in segmentation and 4.12% in 
error detection, its accuracy is still not high enough. This is mainly due to a large 
amount of unknown words. In order to achieve more accurate segmentation and error 
detection results, a much larger dictionary is necessary. Furthermore, it should be able 
to increase the accuracy significantly if more grammatical relations are studied in the 
same way as the adjective-noun pairs considered in the Improved-BOC method. One 
of the word classes that plays a very important role in the Chinese language is adverb. 
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Sample Result ofthe Genetic Algorithm Segmentation Method 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 
Known words:乘客帶來多方方便 
number of genes: 100 
Number of generations: 17 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.541540 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.541540 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.541540 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.541540 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.541540 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.541540 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.541540 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.541540 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.541540 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.541540 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.541540 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.533563 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.531880 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.531880 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.529312 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.529312 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.529312 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.526227 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.523867 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.521780 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.521780 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.518245 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.518245 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.518245 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.518245 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.518245 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.518245 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.517500 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.517500 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.517500 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.517500 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.517500 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.516568 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.515890 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.514208 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.513802 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.513085 




可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.510567 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.510540 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.510540 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.510267 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.506612 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.506612 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.506612 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.506612 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.506612 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.506468 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.505853 
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可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.505853 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.505853 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.505540 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.505540 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.505540 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.504108 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.504108 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.503663 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.500245 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.500245 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.499485 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.496802 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.496802 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.496328 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.495880 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.495413 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.494435 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.494435 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.494435 
可 為 乘 客 帶 來 更 多 方 便 s c o r e : 0.494435 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.494385 
可為乘客帶來更多方便score: 0.493312 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.493312 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.492553 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.492553 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.492553 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.492540 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.492540 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.492267 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.491300 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.491300 
可為乘客帶來更多方便score: 0.487245 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.487245 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.484173 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.483953 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 score: 0.482880 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.481640 





可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.473552 
可為乘客帶來更多方便 s c o r e : 0.473407 
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Appendix B 
Set of Grammar Rules 




m 7 ' = {上，下，®,出，回，過，起，開，到，入} 














方位2 = {上，下，東，西，南，北} 
數1 = {多少，許多，全，半} 
點 = { 點 } 
分 = {分，分之 } 
槪數1 = {多，來} 
槪數2 = {成，上，約，近，逾，共} 
槪數3 二 {左右，上下，以上，以下} 
半 = { 半 } 
半2 = {半，許} 
修數量- { i f i ,些} 
修態={起來，下去，著，過，了} 
修趨={得，不，了} 
修趨2 二 {得，不} 
地 = { 地 } 
得 = { 得 } 
很 二 {很} 
了 = {了} 
把 二 {把} 
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態 = {著，了，過 } 
被 = { 被 } 
所 = { 所 } 
的 二 {的} 
們 = { 們 } 
第 = { 第 } 









時 二 {時} 
不 = { 不 } 
形 t � p 2 �= 伏，小，新，老，好，舊，高，本， & 金， 
紅，黑，白，公，長，原，多，花，近，雙} 
是 = { 是 } 
副1 = {更，極，較，太，很} 
副2 = {,,已，無，更，還，再，極，正，只，才} 
經 = { 經 } 
名數={樓，號，男，步} 
成 = { 成 } 
說 = { 說 ， 稱 } 
RULE PHRASE 
數2 一 & 0 + 點 + 數 。 
數3 — 點 + 數 。 
數 4 — 數 八 + 分 + 數 八 
數5 — 數 3 + 槪 數 1 
數6 — 槪 數 2 + 數 2 
數7 — 數 。 + 成 
數 量 。 — 數 。 + 量 0 
數 量 1 — 數 。 + 量 。 + 半 
數量2 — 數 。 + 量 。 + 數 ^ 
數 量 3 — 數 3 + 量 。 + 槪 數 3 
數量4 — 多 + 量 。 
指 數 0 — 代 指 + 數 量 人 
指 數 1 — 代 指 + 數 0 
指 數 2 — 代 指 + 量 。 
動1 — 動 。 + 趨 
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動3動4動5動6動7動8動9動" ”1 ” " " 0動”動”動"動“動％動” “動"動％動” ”動”動3名1名4名5名6名7名8名9名1名1名1名1名"名名名名名
介介 
介6 — 動 1 + 了 + 介 1 
介7 — 形 。 + 介 1 
介 9 — 介 1 + 的 + 名 0 介 1�—介 0 + MISC_NOUN 
形2 — 不 + 形 八 
形 6 — 形 八 + 修 數 量 
形 7 — 形 八 + 修 態 
形8 — S * A + 形。 
形9 — 形 £ + 數 量 。 
形 1 。 — 形 】 + 地 
形11 — 形 八 + 得 + 很 
形12 — 形 八 + 得 
. 形13— glJl +形八 
Pattem|^ —代人 + 說 
RULE—IS 
» A = {數:0，2,3} 
數8 = {數:0,2,3,4} 
數0 = {數:0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7} 
數0 = {數:0,6} 
數^ = {數:0,5} 
數2 = {數:0,2,3，4,5，7} 
數量八二 {數量:0,1} 
數量。={數量:0,1,2,3} 
M o - {數量:0,1,4} 
指數八 = {指數 : 0， 1 , 2 } 
動八={動：0-16,18，19，23,26-20 
動8 = { i J ] : 0-16,18-20, 23,25-27, 29} 
動0 = {動:0-16,18-19,23,25-29，31} 
動。={動:0,1，12} 
動^ = {»:0-16, 18-29} 
動？ = {動:0,27} 
動0 = {動:0,1,3,12,13，16,28} 
動《 = {動:0,1,12,13} 
動1 = m： 0-16, 18-30} 
動1 二 {動:0,24} 
動^ = {動：12，13,31} 
名八={名:0,1，2,3,5，20} 
名8 = {名:0,1,2,3,4,5,7,20} 
名0 = {名:0,1,2,3，4,6} 
名0 = {名:0-5,7-11,15,16,20} 
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名只={名:0-7,11,14,20} 
名12 = {指數:0,2} 
名17 二 {代:0} 
副 八 = { 副 : 0 , 1 } 
形 人 二 {形 : 0 , 1 } 
形6 二 {形:0,7} 
形？ 二 {形:0,2} 
形 1 = {形:0,1，2} 
形 6 二 {形:0,1，6} 
形 „ 二 {形:0，1,2,7,8} 
形^ = {形:0，6,9} 
NOUN - {名:0-21} 
MISC_NOUN = {語 :0;代 :0} 
127 
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